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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

I. A Changed Attitude toward Regional Multilateralism

In both rhetoric and action, China is arguably one of East Asia’s most enthusiastic supporters of regional cooperation. China is an active participant, and sometimes even leader, of every significant regional economic and security forum for which it qualifies. These include the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), ASEAN Plus Three (APT), the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the North Korea Six-Party Talks, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), and the Boao Forum for Asia, among others. It is the only country that has meaningful security involvement in the four main regions of the Asia-Pacific: Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia and Central Asia. It has peacefully resolved all of its land border disputes—often after significant compromises—save one with India, with which it is currently negotiating.\(^1\) In its approach toward regional multilateralism, China is self-assured, constructive, and forward-looking.

If the history of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is anything to go by however, China’s enthusiastic involvement in regional multilateral forums is truly astonishing. China hardly had a coherent regional strategy before the mid-1990s. So intent was China in balancing between global powers during the Cold War that writing in 1984, Levine observed:

> Although much, if not most, of China’s foreign policy is focused on Asia, at the conceptual level the Chinese rarely think in regional terms at all. Chinese leaders approach their relations with their neighbors either on a purely bilateral basis, or else with reference to a set of global policies that they attempt to apply to all countries in a universalistic fashion. . . . To a significant degree, China has been a regional power without a regional policy.\(^2\)

---


The end of the Cold War did not dispel the paradox that Levine identified: China continued to view regional organizations with much suspicion, fearful that they were tools of the U.S. that could be used to criticize and contain it. But around 1996/1997, China's attitude towards regional multilateralism changed: it began to actively participate in forums such as the ARF. Today, its diplomats fan out to virtually every single multilateral meeting in the region.\(^3\)

A comparison of the number of multilateral mechanisms China has established with ASEAN with that of Japan, India, and the U.S. is instructive in highlighting the high degree of activism on Beijing's part: there have been 27 ASEAN-China mechanisms established over a period of ten years since dialogue relations were formalized in 1996; 33 ASEAN-Japan mechanisms since dialogue relations were formalized in 1977; 14 ASEAN-India mechanisms since dialogue relations were formalized in 1995; and just seven ASEAN-U.S. bodies since the establishment of relations in 1997.\(^4\)

Graph 1.1 shows that since the mid-1990s there has been increasing interest in concepts such as multilateralism and cooperative security in academic circles, which, in China, is arguably a reflection of policymaking circles.

China's willing embrace of responsible engagement of its neighbors is remarkable not only because it has occurred so quickly, but also because it is a dramatic departure from China's traditionally absolutist, sovereignty-bound worldview, if not victim mentality. The discourse that China now promotes of itself—a responsible Great Power [\textit{daguo}] which vigorously upholds regional and global institutions that limit state sovereignty—seems to be in tension with another Westphalian one along the lines of China being a victim of hegemonic powers in an anarchic world where relative power and sovereignty matter.\(^5\)

China's cooperative behavior is also interesting because it cuts against theoretical predictions about how rising states will act. Why is China seeking to reassure other states at a time when it is increasingly powerful? Why should China feel compelled to reassure other states, since increasing economic interdependence ought to remove security dilemmas?

---

3. Interview with Southeast Asian MOFA official, March 2006.
Graph 1.1: Annual Frequency of Key Words Related to Multilateralism and Security Cooperation in International Relations Journals from China

II. The Thesis Question

This article examines China's participation in ASEAN-led regional forums, and seeks to explain the motivations for the dramatic shift in China's attitude towards regional multilateralism in the mid-1990s, as well as the reasons for China's continued interest in it. Identifying the factors driving China's multilateral policy at any one time has important policy implications, because different motivations will necessitate different policy prescriptions. For example, if China's interest in regional cooperation is driven by a hegemonic desire to form anti-U.S. coalitions and extrude the U.S. out of Asia, the U.S. may seek to implement a containment policy and strategize on ways to use coercion or brute force. If however, China's interest has been a result of a gradual process of internal-

6. The counts were obtained from key word searches in international relations and political science journals located in the China Academic Journals (CAJ) database. Data for 1997 was unobtainable. There is a fall in the frequency of a number of key words for 2005. This is probably because some journal articles have not been entered into the database yet—the CAJ database has a rather long lag-time for a number of journals. My thanks to Martin Heijdra for patiently teaching me the intricacies of the CAJ database.
izing cooperative norms from ASEAN, the U.S. will have an interest in implementing an engagement policy.7

III. Why ASEAN-led Forums?

ASEAN, or the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, is an organization that operates on the “ASEAN Way”: diplomatic norms of gradual organizational evolution, decision-making based on dialogue and consensus, and respect for sovereignty, equality, and non-interference. “ASEAN-led forums” simply refer to the regional discussion meetings that are initiated by ASEAN and conducted based on the “ASEAN Way.” It does not necessarily indicate that ASEAN is driving the agenda—it only means that ASEAN is leading the meetings in terms of the day-to-day administrative businesses.

This article focuses on ASEAN-led forums primarily because they provide the most conducive conditions for the examination of Beijing’s motivations and preferences in its exercise of multilateral diplomacy. First, the bulk of these forums (including the three forums examined in this article) emerged only from the mid-1990s onwards. Hence China is one of the founding participants of these forums, and had a say in shaping their future from their inception. This stands in contrast to institutions such as the U.N., for which China was a late-comer. Its behavior in the U.N. may therefore not reflect true desires but be the product of being restrained by already-institutionalized rules. The direction in which China tries to take these ASEAN-led forums can reveal much about its leadership’s foreign policy goals. For example, if China boycotts the forums in which the U.S. and its Western allies participate, and throws its weight behind Asian-only forums like the APT, one can surmise that it embraces multilateralism because it wants to extrude the U.S. from the region.8

Second, ASEAN’s norms of behavior—born from Southeast Asian states’ anti-colonial, Westphalian conception of sovereignty—are strikingly similar to China’s “Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence.”9 By emphasizing principles such as non-

7. These two examples are simply two book-ends of the engagement-containment debate. In reality there are usually mixes of both strategies toward both revisionist and dovish states.
8. This statement is a hypothetical.
9. The Five Principles of Peaceful-Coexistence were first proposed by Premier ZHOU Enlai in 1953 during China’s negotiations with India over Tibet. They include mutual respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, mutual non-aggression, non-in-
interference in the internal affairs of other states, ASEAN-led forums reassure China that its core national interests will not be compromised.\textsuperscript{10} Again, one is more likely to observe a state's undisguised intentions when it is participating in forums that allow it to feel relaxed.

Third, material incentives and costs are absent in ASEAN-led forums like the ARF. The removal of such time- and event-specific motivations for cooperation leaves greater room for an examination of more overarching hypotheses, such as the quest for regional hegemony, socialization into norms of cooperative security, etc.

Fourth, ASEAN-led forums provide a good test for socialization. All of the ASEAN-led forums selected here contain what Iain Johnston calls a "counter-realpolitik ideology" that is "diffusable."\textsuperscript{11} Johnston's seminal writing on the ability of the ARF to socialize a small group of Chinese elites involved in the ARF process is premised on the idea that the "ASEAN Way" has diffusable and persuasive force. So extrapolating from Johnston's argument: if Chinese elites involved in the ARF process can be socialized because of the ARF's embodiment of the "ASEAN Way," then Chinese elites involved in other multilateral mechanisms embodying the "ASEAN Way" should also undergo socialization and show signs of willingness to compromise on issues that were formerly non-negotiable. If Johnston's argument is correct, one should see compromise—or some sort of relaxation—in China's claim of sovereignty over the SCS (SCS) dispute.

\textbf{IV. Hypotheses/Alternative Explanations}

The dependent variable in this study is changes in China's exercise of multilateral diplomacy. "Multilateral diplomacy" however, is a rather vague term. Indicators of change would include increased willingness to engage ASEAN in a multilateral discussion

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{10} This was not true of the ARF in 1994. Because it was the first time that China was participating in a regional security forum, the Chinese were wary that the relatively small Southeast Asian states would be controlled by the U.S. and therefore have little say in the way discussions would be conducted. However by the late 1990s China was relatively confident that ASEAN, not Washington, drives the agenda in the forums that it establishes.

for a Code of Conduct in the SCS, increasing frequency in the hosting or chairing of ARF Confidence-Building Measures (CBMs) meetings, proposing new initiatives such as an ASEAN-China Free Trade Area (ACFTA), etc.

Five possible explanations for the shift in China's attitude towards multilateralism in 1996/1997, and its continued interest in multilateral diplomacy, are as follows:

1. China is embracing multilateralism because its worldview has been transformed after interacting with, and being socialized by ASEAN.

2. China is embracing multilateralism because it is becoming more economically integrated with the region. Economic integration will lead to economic cooperation, which then segues into political cooperation.

3. China is embracing multilateralism because it sees South-east Asia as a potential sphere of influence, and hopes to forge anti-U.S. relations to eventually push the U.S. out of the region and establish itself as the region's—if not the globe's—superpower.

4. China is embracing multilateralism because it wants to have a peaceful regional environment conducive to its economic growth.

5. China is embracing multilateralism because it realizes that a mix of bilateral and multilateral diplomacy best suits its interest in maintaining good relations with its neighbors, and ensuring that they are reassured of China's benevolent nature so that they will not be tempted to join the U.S. in an anti-China coalition.

This article will examine the strengths of the above hypotheses by presenting evidence to counter or support them. The next chapter looks at China's multilateral negotiations with ASEAN over the SCS dispute. This study provides a hard test case for Hypothesis 1, a socialization argument usually raised by constructivists who observe ASEAN's engagement efforts, China's increasing participation in ASEAN-related forums, the similarities between the ASEAN Way and China's rhetoric on mutual security, and then proceed to make a causal link between ASEAN engagement and Chinese interest in multilateralism. Since the study involves a sovereignty dispute in which China has little incentive to compromise, proof of China being socialized would be a large accolade for constructivists. However the chapter rejects the hypothesis that China
is being socialized by ASEAN by showing that there is a causal relationship between Chinese interest in multilateral negotiations with ASEAN and changes in regional alliance patterns which are perceived as having the potential to contain China (Hypothesis 5). That is, China’s embrace of multilateralism is a tactical strategy of hedging against a serious downturn in U.S.-China relations.

Chapter three examines China’s participation in the ARF. It provides evidence to debunk the idea that China is trying to assert regional hegemony and oust the U.S. from Asia (Hypothesis 3). It also argues that Hypothesis 4—an argument most often raised by Chinese analysts who try to explain China’s interest in multilateralism as befitting of a country that is benign and peaceful—does not have sufficient explanatory power to account for changes in Beijing’s diplomacy. China can forge good neighborly relations by improving bilateral ones; the desire to have good neighborly relations and a peaceful regional environment does not necessitate the depth and breadth of Chinese involvement in multilateral mechanisms, and more specifically, the relatively abrupt change in attitude towards the ARF from late 1996/early 1997. The U.S. for example, is sorely deficient in terms of the number of dialogue mechanisms it has with ASEAN, but it remains the region’s most trusted great power.

Like chapter two, chapter three finds that changes in regional alliances prompted China to reassess its aversion to multilateralism. In addition, because the ARF is much broader in scope, it holds that China’s interest in multilateral cooperation is not merely confined to a desire to hedge against U.S. containment. China realizes that it needs help from other countries to curb transnational problems such as avian flu, piracy etc, and thus seems to have dissected the concept of sovereignty along functional lines with varying degrees of cooperativeness along those lines. So, for example, China is most willing to discuss economic cooperation, followed by non-traditional security cooperation, and least willing to offer up traditional security issues to multilateral discussions. It further finds indications that positive feedback is occurring: China’s belief that it has the ability to shape the regional order increases as it participates in ASEAN-led forums. This confidence fuels its efforts in forwarding multilateralism.

Chapter four then presents two instances—the proposal for an ACFTA and the negotiations over the East Asia Summit (EAS)—in which China actively used multilateral tools to augment its influence in the region. Economic interdependence (Hypotheses 2 and
4) provides necessary, but not sufficient, explanation for China's interest in regional cooperation.

V. China's Strategic Priorities

Before assessing China's multilateral policy, four assumptions about China's strategic priorities are offered:

1. Maintain a stable regional environment for economic development and regime security.
2. Maintain territorial sovereignty and prevent Taiwanese independence.
3. Increase comprehensive national power.
4. Establish an image of being a responsible, peaceful power to reduce anxieties of a threatening China.

These priorities undergird the analysis below.
CHAPTER TWO
THE SOUTH CHINA SEA DISPUTE

I. Explaining Chinese Motivations: Learning or Adaptation?

This chapter seeks to account for China’s willingness to conduct multilateral negotiations with ASEAN over the South China Sea (SCS) dispute. Arguably, it is Beijing’s reassuring stance that has sharply decreased military tensions and talk of a “China threat” in Southeast Asia compared to those of a decade ago. Hence it is worthwhile to identify the roots of this amicable diplomacy. The arguments explaining this change can be broadly divided into two different sets: learning and adaptation.12 Learning is a process by which a state undergoes fundamental cognitive change by internalizing new conceptions of its interests and the means of pursuing them. Adaptation on the other hand, is a tactical, instrumental adjustment in strategy as a response to changes in external conditions—the state’s worldview and preferences remain the same, only the strategies to achieve those preferences change.

This chapter asks whether the changes in China’s attitude towards multilateral discussions with ASEAN are a result of learning, adaptation, or some combination of the two. China’s 2002 decision to accede to a Declaration on a Code of Conduct (DCOC) on the SCS has often been attributed to learning arguments, along the lines of Beijing being “socialized” by ASEAN’s intensive engagement efforts. The broad idea is that regular interaction and communication between China and ASEAN facilitates mutual understandings, establishes norms or shared standards of expected behavior, and results in a fundamental change in the way China conceives of the SCS dispute and of ASEAN.

By tracing Beijing’s discussions with ASEAN from the 1995 Mischief Reef incident to the 2002 ascension to the DCOC, as well as its perception of the strategic realignments taking place around its periphery during this period, this chapter argues that the adaptation argument holds greater weight. It finds that there seems to be a casual link between increasing Chinese anxieties over the possibility of a U.S.-led encirclement campaign against China and the adoption of cooperative, multilateral diplomacy on the SCS dispute.

China’s interest in multilateralism increases when it identifies potentially threatening changes in its regional environment, because it hopes that a reputation for self-restraint and good neighborly behavior can hedge against an anti-China coalition. That is, the fear of U.S. encirclement was the main motivation for China’s willingness to conduct multilateral negotiations with ASEAN over the SCS dispute. China’s seemingly accommodating stance on the SCS dispute reflects tactical adaptation rather than a fundamental change in Beijing’s worldview.

This chapter first outlines the method by which it tests the learning and adaptation arguments. It then shows how changes in the region in three periods—1995-1996, 1999-2000, and after September 11—caused China to become more willing to engage in multilateral negotiations with ASEAN. Next it evaluates the significance of the DCOC, and explains why it provides further evidence that China’s recent embrace of multilateral mechanisms does not indicate that it intends to relax its claims of sovereignty over the SCS and is hence tactical in nature.

II. Testing the Hypotheses

How might one test for the strength of learning and adaptation arguments in China’s multilateral engagement of ASEAN over the SCS problem? The dependent variable in this study is changes in the degree of Chinese cooperativeness with ASEAN, indicated by two measures: the extent to which China is willing to engage in multilateral negotiations with ASEAN on the SCS—negotiations which it has previously been opposed to, and the level of Chinese encroachment into disputed areas, such as upgrading structures on reefs and drilling in disputed waters. The latter is important even though it does not involve direct interaction between China and ASEAN, because a unilateral pursuit of interests in the area indicates a disregard for the interests of other claimant states, thereby seriously calling into question the sincerity with which China is engaging in multilateral negotiations at the time.

If the learning argument holds water, one should expect a linear advance in the degree of Chinese cooperativeness. There should be an increasing trend because if policy changes are a result of a fundamental cognitive transformation, one should not see policy reversals on decisions to be cooperative. In addition, this increase should be gradual because the process of internalizing norms is a slow one.
If the adaptation argument is accurate however, one should expect Chinese cooperativeness to increase only after changes in the external environment have occurred. In addition, the increases should be sharper and more sudden than those under the learning argument. Since the adaptation argument also presumes that China’s interest in the SCS remains constant, one should also anticipate that China would seek to maintain the status quo, or even seize opportunities to consolidate its claims in the area. An adaptation argument can thus account for decreases in the level of Chinese cooperativeness. Graphs 2.1 and 2.2 depict the degree of Chinese cooperativeness under the learning and adaptation arguments.

This chapter will highlight how changes in the regional environment catalyzed increases in China’s interest in multilateral cooperation. Graph 2.3 provides a visual map of how China’s major accommodations on multilateral negotiations on the SCS dispute between 1995 and 2002 came after changes in its external environment. This pattern adheres closely to that laid out under the adaptation argument.

Arguably, a correlation between U.S. presence in the region and Chinese cooperativeness does not indicate that there is a causal relationship between the two. To back up this chapter’s thesis that Beijing’s fear of U.S. encirclement was the primary reason for its willingness to engage in multilateral negotiations—that a causal relationship exists—this article present writings by Chinese strategic analysts to show how their threat perceptions about the possibility of U.S. containment resulted in the advocacy of a more accommodating, cooperative stance toward the SCS dispute and ASEAN.

III. Western Pressure as Catalyst for Establishing Bilateral Relations with ASEAN States

China started to pay attention to relations with its neighbors only after 1989. 13 Ironically, it was Western pressure that catalyzed China into action. Beijing’s crackdown on the student-led Tiananmen demonstrations in 1989 led to diplomatic isolation of China by influential Western states almost overnight. The ease with

which the Soviet empire dissolved further exacerbated Beijing's sense of vulnerability in the post-Cold War world order. Not only was its political authority highly susceptible to domestic upheavals, its strategic leverage in the U.S.-Soviet rivalry had also dissolved.

It was the East Asian region that showed muted criticism, if not sympathy, to China. In the wake of the Tiananmen crisis, Chinese foreign minister QIAN Qichen made peripheral relations the
top priority in China’s foreign policy. The idea was that China should maintain a peaceful, stable regional environment to act as a buffer against turbulent changes in other parts of the world, such as the Gulf War, the NATO intervention into Bosnia, and the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Thus from the early 1990s, China focused on establishing and strengthening relations with regional actors. This effort was primarily bilateral in nature. The first target of China’s “good neighbor” [mulin zhengce] policy was Southeast Asian states. Strong advocates of the norm of non-interference in the internal affairs of others, ASEAN states refrained from joining the chorus of international criticism in the aftermath of Tiananmen. That a number of these states combined vibrant economies with centralized regimes offered an alternative developmental model that resonated well with a Chinese leadership struggling to maintain economic liberalization and political control. ASEAN states were not only potential trading partners, but also potential political allies that shared China’s concerns about external intrusions. In 1990, Premier LI Peng visited Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and Laos. By August 1992, Beijing had normalized relations with every single Asia-Pacific country, including Indonesia (August 8, 1990), Singapore (October 3, 1990), and Brunei (September 30, 1991). During this period, Beijing also significantly upgraded ties with the Philippines, opened unofficial talks with Taiwan, and be-

---


gan establishing a framework for expanding economic and social exchanges.\(^{20}\)

Appreciation of ASEAN’s muted response caused Beijing to lower the importance of the SCS dispute in its foreign policy priorities.\(^{21}\) After normalizing relations with ASEAN states, ASEAN invited China to attend ASEAN’s Post-Ministerial Conference (PMC)—a meeting of ASEAN foreign ministers with their Dialogue Partner counterparts—for the first time in 1991.\(^{22}\) This continued each year until 1995, when China asked to become a “full dialogue partner” of ASEAN at the August PMC.\(^{23}\)

IV. 1995 Mischief Reef Incident

**China’s Assertiveness**

Despite its attempts to emerge from the isolation of the post-Tiananmen period, China remained largely inattentive to the impact of what its neighbors saw as a powerful state’s forceful behavior. China undercut its “good neighbor” policy in the 1990s by assertively claiming sovereignty over the SCS. In February 1992, China passed a territorial law declaring that China’s territory included the mainland and its offshore islands, such as Taiwan and various affiliated islands including Diaoyu Island, Penghu Islands, Dongsha Islands, Xisha Islands, Nansha (Spratly) Islands, and other islands that belong to China.\(^{24}\) The law also reserved China’s right to “adopt all necessary measures” to deal with ships passing through the SCS that were “not innocent.”\(^{25}\) In February 1995, the

---


22. LAI Yuch-Tsan, p. 68.


Philippines revealed that China had seized Mischief Reef, a 15-square mile reef and spit in the Spratly Islands which the Philippines also claims. This seizure triggered much alarm in ASEAN. Not only was it an armed occupation, it occurred less than a year after China’s Foreign Minister QIAN Qichen rejected the use of force as a means of resolving the SCS dispute during the first ARF meeting in July 1994.\(^{26}\) It was also the first time that China actively asserted itself against a claimant other than Vietnam, thereby destroying the belief that China would only act aggressively toward Vietnam and not toward other regional actors.\(^{27}\) ASEAN voiced its worry over China’s increasing assertiveness in the SCS through a public statement of “concern” and by forcefully rebuking Beijing during the first ASEAN-China Senior Officials Meeting (ACSM) held in April 1995 in Hangzhou, southeastern China.\(^{28}\) ASEAN’s ability to present its case in a unified manner was unprecedented and took the Chinese by surprise.\(^{29}\) According to Jusuf WANANDI, an Indonesian analyst deeply involved in regional forums, “there was a very hectic exchange, direct and quite unsettling to the Chinese.”\(^{30}\)

The unity of ASEAN’s disapproval caused the Chinese to take hard look at their approach to Southeast Asia. China’s assertiveness in the SCS threatened to unravel the careful, systematic attempt to improve relations with Southeast Asian nations that had started in the mid-1970s.\(^{31}\)

Nevertheless, China did not consider multilateral negotiations with ASEAN as a tool for reassurance at this point in time. It emphasized bilateral negotiations, because its leverage over other claimants would be greater and it could dominate the discussions.\(^{32}\)


\(^{28}\) Allen S. Whiting, p. 319.

\(^{29}\) Interviews with Southeast Asian officials and academics, June 2005 and January 2006. 14 out of 16 Southeast Asian interlocutors highlighted the impact of this incident. See also Johanna Sun, “China Gets Stern Warning on Spratlys,” Inter Press Service, May 2, 1995.

\(^{30}\) Anurat MANIPHAN, “China Backs Further Dialogue But Proves Wary About Change,” Bangkok Post (Thailand), June 14, 1996. FBIS DR/EAS.

\(^{31}\) Interviews with Southeast Asian officials and academics, January 2006. Interviews with Chinese academics, January 2006.

\(^{32}\) Interview with Southeast Asian diplomat, January 2006. See also Jianwei WANG, “Managing Conflict: Chinese Perspectives on Multilateral Diplomacy and Col-
Immediately after the April ACSOM, China took pains to emphasize that the Spratly issue was not formally part of the multilateral agenda. In addition, China portrayed the ASEAN-China talks as a bilateral discussion by describing ASEAN as one group. To reassure regional actors, China issued a joint statement on a code of conduct (COC) with the Philippines in August 1995. This statement rejected the use of force and called for the peaceful settlement of the bilateral dispute. Southeast Asian diplomats noted that bilateral agreements were tactics China employed to undermine the united ASEAN front displayed in April and avoid multilateral negotiations.

**U.S. Mid-1995 Response to the Mischief Reef Incident**

Chinese leaders exhibited greater flexibility in their willingness to conduct multilateral negotiations with ASEAN after the U.S. signaled its interest and resolve in maintaining the peace of the SCS through a series of statements in mid-1995. In May 1995, the U.S. State Department issued a statement highlighting U.S. interest in the peace and security of the sea lanes. Although the statement did not break new ground on U.S. policy towards the SCS, it was a strong reminder that the U.S. remained a stakeholder in the region during a period in which Asian states perceived diminished U.S. interest in the area. The statement noted that the U.S. took no position on the legal merits of the competing claims, but emphasized that the U.S. would view “with serious concern” any claim or restriction on maritime activity inconsistent with international law. In

---

that same month, Stanley Roth, Senior Director for Asian Affairs at the National Security Council, reassured regional actors that the U.S. was elevating the priority the SCS dispute had in U.S. dialogue with Beijing.\(^{38}\) U.S. Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Joseph Nye further affirmed in June that if conflict occurred in the Spratlys, the U.S. would be prepared to escort ships and ensure that free navigation continued.\(^{39}\)

**Impact of U.S. Resolve on China’s ASEAN/SCS Policy**

A number of non-PRC analysts argue that the mid-1995 declarations had little deterrent effect on the Chinese. This is because the U.S. had consistently argued that its 1952 Mutual Defense Treaty with the Philippines did not cover features in the SCS.\(^ {40}\) In addition, its slow response to the Mischief Reef incident—China was found to have seized the reef in February 1995, but the State Department issued a formal statement only in May—convinced the Chinese that the U.S. remained disinterested in the Spratly dispute.\(^ {41}\)

However it is unlikely that China doubted the strength of U.S. resolve, particularly after the State Department declared its commitment to regional stability.\(^ {42}\) Chinese analysts such as MA Yanbing and LIU Jiangyong dismissed the possibility of American neutrality in the dispute, arguing that the U.S. was covertly using the opportunity to encircle China:

---


The U.S. appears to be "enthusiastically impartial" [jidu zhongli] in its pronouncements of non-interference in the Spratly issue, but if one examines its behavior, one realizes that the U.S. is actually making every effort to strengthen its military presence in the South China Sea.43

Indeed Chinese analysts had carefully followed the U.S. response to the incident. TANG Jianguo notes that immediately after the Mischief Reef incident, the U.S. sent Stanley Roth as a special representative of the President to Manila to meet with Philippine President Fidel Ramos.44 ZHU Tingchang reports that Roth "clearly expressed that the Clinton administration will support the Philippines' efforts to prevent further Chinese aggressive behavior,"45 while TANG Jianguo points out that after the incident the U.S. requested the Philippines to increase its military expenditure—proof that the U.S. "is striving to team up with ASEAN to contain China."46

U.S. declarations in May and June 1995 likely had a causal effect on China's initial willingness to conduct multilateral discussions with ASEAN over the SCS dispute. Up until the ASEAN-China Ministerial Meeting (ACMM) held in Brunei in July 1995, China had insisted that all negotiations had to be bilateral.47 However during the July ACMM—held after the mid-1995 U.S. statements—China made two significant concessions. First, Foreign Minister QIAN Qichen announced for the first time that China was prepared to discuss the Spratly Island issue multilaterally with

---

43. MA Yanbing is a researcher at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). LIU Jiangyong is the Deputy Director of Tsinghua University's Institute of International Studies. MA Yanbing and LIU Jiangyong, "Lingtu, Bianjie ji Haiyu Zhengduan," [Territorial, Border and Sea Disputes], in YAN Xuetong and JIN Dexiang, chief eds., Dongya Heping yu Anquan [Peace and Security in East Asia] (Shishi Chubanshe, 2005), p. 236.


46. TANG Jianguo, p. 62. For similar observations that the U.S. presence in Southeast Asia is aimed at containing China, see also "Jingti Meiguo Zai Dongnanya de Junshi Cunzai," [A Warning About America's Military Presence in Southeast Asia], Guojia Anquan Tongxin [National Security Information], No. 8 (1999), p. 5.

47. LIM Kim Chew, "China Tells ASEAN It Is Prepared To Meet Over Spratly Isles Dispute," The Straits Times (Singapore), July 31, 1995.
ASEAN. Second, China was willing to accept the 1982 U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as a basis for negotiation. China’s willingness was significant because prior to this announcement, Beijing had consistently based its claim over the SCS on the nebulous argument that it had over 1,000 years of historical ties to the islands. Although China refused to budge from its claim of sovereignty over the islands, the fact that it relented on these two counts was a “major advance” from Beijing’s stance of just a few months ago during the April ACSOM in Hangzhou. Hence it was only after the U.S. took a firm stand on the Mischief Reef incident that China adjusted its willingness to engage ASEAN multilaterally.

V. 1995-1996: Changing Regional Dynamics

Increasing regional tensions and the fear of U.S. encirclement spurred China to exhibit more flexibility in conducting multilateral negotiations. Between 1995 and 1996, tensions between China, Taiwan, and the U.S. increased rapidly. U.S. President Clinton’s decision to allow Taiwanese President LEE Teng-hui speak at Cornell University in May 1995 sparked strong condemnation from China as being a violation of the “One China policy.” Beijing conducted provocative military exercises in December 1995, and test-fired missiles on top of military exercises in July 1995 and March 1996 in an attempt to deter the Taiwanese people and international Taiwan-watchers from supporting perceived separatist movements in the
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run-up to the presidential elections in Taiwan.\textsuperscript{53} Tensions culminated in March 1996 when the United States sent two aircraft carrier battle groups to the waters off Taiwan in response to China's third missile test, in which all three missiles landed within 35 miles of Taiwan.\textsuperscript{54} The speed by which the U.S. intervened underlined for Beijing the dangers of escalating tensions.\textsuperscript{55} In particular, this lesson served to caution against the use of Chinese force in the SCS.\textsuperscript{56}

Just one month after the most intense phase of the Taiwan Straits crisis, the U.S. and Japanese governments tightened their alliance under the Clinton-Hashimoto Declaration of April 1996. The Declaration committed Japan to granting the U.S. access to Japanese bases and providing logistical and rear-end support.\textsuperscript{57} As such, Japan's role in the alliance expanded significantly from being a recipient of U.S. protection to a partner with the mandate to maintain regional stability.\textsuperscript{58} In September 1997, the revised Japan-U.S. Defense Guidelines that formalized the 1996 Declaration stated that the scope of the alliance covered "situations in the areas surrounding Japan."\textsuperscript{59} The vagueness of the phrase strengthened arguments among Chinese analysts that the revived U.S.-Japan alliance included the Taiwan Straits and the SCS.\textsuperscript{60}

The U.S. then moved on to sign a joint security declaration with Australia in July 1996. The Declaration explicitly highlighted the Taiwan Straits and the Spratly Islands as unstable hotspots
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\textsuperscript{54} David M. Lampton, p. 46.

\textsuperscript{55} Robert Sutter, p. 210; David M. Lampton, p. 46.

\textsuperscript{56} Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006.


\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Ibid.} See also XU Zhixian and YANG Bojiang, "New Acts—A Historical Regression," \textit{Beijing Review}, Vol. 42, No. 24 (June 14, 1999), p. 14; LI Changjiu provides an example of how Japan has made use of the strengthened U.S.-Japan alliance to extend Tokyo's reach into the South China Sea. He argues that during the May 1998 social unrests in Indonesia, Japan declared that if the Indonesian upheavals disturbed the stability of the Malacca Straits, the U.S. and Japan could consider intervening to maintain regional stability. See LI Changjiu, "Bu Pingheng de Zhonggrimei Sanjiao Guanxi," \textit{[The Unbalanced Trilateral Relationship between China, Japan and the U.S.], Shijie Jingji yu Zhengzhi [World Economics and Politics]}, No. 10 (1998), p. 47.
which required “forward deployment of the U.S. military in Australia. . . to effectively handle future regional and global challenges.” Beijing perceived this as another barely-veiled attempt by the U.S. to cultivate security relations that would contain China.

In December 1995, Indonesia and Australia inked a military defense agreement. The agreement was significant because up till this point, Indonesia had steadfastly refused to align itself with powers outside Southeast Asia. The agreement pledged both parties to “consult each other in the case of adverse challenges to either party or to their common security interests and, if appropriate, consider measures which might be taken either individually or jointly and in accordance with the processes of each party.” Both parties declared that the agreement was not a military alliance and was not directed against specific third parties. Nevertheless, ASEAN states welcomed it as a strategic counterweight to potential Chinese belligerence, and unanimously agreed that it sent an important deterrent signal to Beijing. Chinese analysts also noted that China’s assertiveness in the Mischief Reef incident heightened Indonesia’s worries of Chinese revisionism, thereby compelling it to forge a military relationship with Australia.

**Beijing’s Re-calculation**

Thus from a Chinese perspective, developments in Southeast Asia, combined with others in the Asia-Pacific in the mid-1990s, were beginning to encircle China and limit its room for maneuver.

62. Ibid.
63. Allen S. Whiting, p. 301. Although Indonesia is not involved in the Spratly Islands dispute, it has direct concerns over Chinese assertiveness in the South China Sea. Official Chinese maps show that Beijing’s claims to sovereignty over the South China Sea include a gas field off Indonesia’s Natuna Islands which Jakarta is developing at a cost of about US$35 billion with U.S. and Japanese energy companies.
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68. ZHANG Xizhen is a professor at Beijing University’s School of International Relations. ZHANG Xizhen, “Zhongguo tong Dongmeng de Mulin Huxin Huoban Guanxi,” [The Good-Neighborliness and Mutual Trust in China-ASEAN Partnership and Relationship], Dangdai Yatai [Contemporary Asia-Pacific], No. 2, (1999), p. 27.
These regional developments forced Beijing’s realization that the world was not headed toward multipolarity, but that “the superpower is more super, and the many great powers are less great.”

More specifically, FANG Hua highlighted how the U.S. was maintaining a large military force to consolidate its power in the region, and strengthening its bilateral alliances with Japan, South Korea, Philippines, Australia and Thailand, in a “five-finger strategy [wuzhi zhanlue]” to contain China. Chinese analysts also feared that the U.S. would take advantage of the China-ASEAN territorial disputes to “drive a wedge” between them. LU Jianren argued that although the U.S. publicly eschewed involvement in the SCS dispute, its actions belied its intentions: the U.S. was cutting deals with the Philippines to prevent China from claiming its sovereign rights to the Spratly Islands, and to limit China’s air and naval force capabilities in the region. XIN Benjian warned that unless China discussed and negotiated the SCS dispute with Southeast Asian states, the U.S. and Japan might intervene in the issue and strengthen their control of the sea lanes.

In addition, Chinese analysts were worried that China’s assertiveness would push ASEAN states to ratchet up their security ties with the U.S., or worse yet, join an anti-China coalition led by the U.S. ZHANG Xizhen noted that China’s aggressiveness in the Taiwan Straits crisis undermined its reassurances to ASEAN that Beijing eschewed force in the SCS. At the peak of the Taiwan

---
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Straits Crisis in March 1996, TANG Jiaxuan deliberately tried to reassure ASEAN by distinguishing between the Taiwan and SCS dispute. According to Tang, Taiwan was an "internal matter" whereas the Spratly dispute was a "multinational issue" that required "peaceful negotiations."  

These "strategic realignments" in the mid-1990s caused Beijing to reevaluate its policy towards ASEAN. FANG Changping admits that it was only from the mid-1990s—after China's peripheral security environment had changed—that China's perspective on the utility of multilateral cooperation underwent a transformation. Bilateral reassurances had not been sufficient in convincing regional states of China's peaceful intentions in the SCS. China's reluctance to engage ASEAN multilaterally on the issue aggravated the "China threat" theory prompted by China's assertive actions during this period.  

By 1996, China realized that its original calculation of the costs and benefits of multilateralism and bilateralism was mistaken. While during the first half of the 1990s it considered multilateralism an unnecessary sacrifice of its power advantage by providing regional actors the opportunity to unite against Beijing, by 1996 it was clear that the"China threat" was a real and present danger.  

---
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79. Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006. Not only was China assertive in its diplomacy regarding Taiwan and the South China Sea in the mid-1990s, it had also allegedly transferred M-11 missile technology to Pakistan, sold nuclear technology to Iran, conducted nuclear weapons tests, acted as a prickly interlocutor at many international negotiations, and augmented its military budget when most other countries have been cutting back in the wake of the Cold War.  

realized that avoiding multilateralism and pursing bilateralism was not providing it with the leverage it had hoped for. When disputes intensified over the Mischief Reef, regional actors united anyway. Bilateralism did not stop ASEAN from “internationalizing” the dispute.

China needed another means of articulating its benign intentions and warding off the “China threat” theory. Multilateralism offered a complementary instrument of reassuring regional actors, fostering an image of responsible behavior, as well as hedging against possible U.S. encirclement. If multilateralism eased neighbors’ concerns, accepting the constraints of multilateral negotiations would be preferable to the risk of isolation and encirclement brought about by its heretofore assertive behavior.

Impact of Regional Changes on China’s ASEAN/SCS Policy

China’s willingness to discuss the Spratly dispute multilaterally with ASEAN was thus more forthcoming in 1996. In June 1996, during the second ACSOM held in Bukit Tinggi, West Sumatra, Beijing reiterated its support for ASEAN-China multilateral discussions of the dispute. Izar IBRAHIM, director-general of the Indonesian foreign ministry’s political department, noted that the Chinese seemed increasingly more open to have a multilateral dialogue with ASEAN, and that ASEAN should take the opportunity to exchange views with Beijing. During the third ARF conference in August 1996, China responded to the concerns expressed by In-

81. Avery Goldstein (2005), p. 120.
82. ZHANG Xizhen, p. 27. "Internationalizing" the dispute refers to the interference of non-claimant powers—particularly Great Powers like the U.S. and Japan—in China’s negotiations with claimant states.
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donesia, the Philippines and Vietnam over the dispute, and also praised the consultations in multilateral Track II seminars.  

However the fact that Beijing adroitly avoided making strategic concessions while maintaining its willingness to conduct multilateral discussions provides evidence that external developments had a causal effect in bringing about more multilateral Chinese efforts—as opposed to an argument that credits China’s cooperative behavior to the internalization of peaceful norms as a result of ASEAN engagement efforts. A number of internal circulation materials indicate that China’s accommodating stance was a tactical shift in strategy rather than a fundamental change in values and worldview. For example, LU Jianren’s assertion that China’s willingness to “put aside differences and conduct joint development [gezhi zhengyi gongtong kaifa]” was “a strategy and not a goal” suggests that China’s long-term intention was to establish sovereign control over the islands, or at minimum, maintain the status quo.  

ZHANG Zhirong and WU Chong indicate that China’s concessions were born out of constrained choice when they concede that China should employ diplomatic instruments because military action would be too costly.

VI. No Relaxation in China’s Claim to Sovereignty

This tactical flexibility allowed China to delay a multilateral resolution of the dispute as well as reassure ASEAN at the same time. In May 1996, China puzzled ASEAN by taking two measures that sent conflicting messages. First, it ratified UNCLOS—a move that ASEAN welcomed for providing a legal basis for negotiations even though UNCLOS does not take a clear position on which claimants have sovereignty. By relaxing its absolutist historical claim to the island and accepting international law, China seemed to be softening its stance. Immediately after China ratified UNCLOS however, it redefined its baselines in a way that contradicted

90. ZHANG Zhirong and WU Chong, “Jiejue Nansha Zhengduan de Duice Xuanze,” [Choices Among Countermeasures for Resolving the Spratly Dispute], in Nansha wenti yanjiu ziliao, p. 27.
UNCLOS. Under UNCLOS, only mid-ocean archipelagic states—and not a continental country with several islands like China—can draw baselines connecting the outermost points of outlying islands and project sovereignty from there. China redrew its baselines based on the archipelagic principle and extended its maritime jurisdiction from 370,000 square kilometers to three million square kilometers off its coastline. This suggests that China ratified UNCLOS not because it was persuaded by ASEAN states to loosen its sovereignty claims, but because Beijing wanted to use an internationally-recognized legal document like UNCLOS, instead of assertive military action or murky historical claims, to buttress its claims over the SCS.

Adroit Chinese diplomacy during the second ACSOM in June however, managed to turn the tables on ASEAN. Deputy Foreign Minister TANG Jiaxuan suggested that ASEAN and China allow an exchange of views between UNCLOS experts from all sides. This suggestion not only deflected questions about China's controversial baseline redefinition that May, it also placed upon ASEAN the burden of providing proof that Beijing had done something illegal. Given the loopholes in the 1982 Law of the Sea, the burden was a heavy one to bear and thus bought more time for Beijing to delay multilateral negotiations that could force it to make concessions on sovereignty during a period in which Beijing was more preoccupied with Taiwan, Japan and the U.S.

Subsequent Chinese encroachments in the SCS provide evidence that Beijing's foray into cooperative multilateralism was more of a tactic than a relaxation of its sovereignty claim. In 1998, a Chinese ship drilled in waters claimed by Vietnam, and the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) escorted an oceanographic survey ship in the vicinity of islands occupied by Philippine troops. In

91. China's action so bedeviled ASEAN that it prompted Philippine foreign undersecretary Rodolfo SEVERINO to comment on the success of ASEAN's attempts to engage China: "There has been some movement. I just don't know if it's forward, backward or sideways." See Johanna Son, "Southeast Asia: China Springs New Surprise in Territorial Tussle," Inter Press Service, July 31, 1996.
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response to Manila’s protest, the PRC embassy spokesman declared that “the action was justified by the fact that all islands, reefs and shoals within the Spratly Island complex belonged to China.” 97 In a violation of the 1995 China-Philippines joint statement on a COC, China began upgrading its structures on Mischief Reef (though it did send ASEAN prior notification of its actions). 98 China claimed them to be mere fishing shelters, but the new structures were multi-storey buildings on concrete platforms manned by Chinese military personnel, large enough to serve as landing pads for military helicopters and able to mount anti-aircraft guns. 99 China also categorically refused to refrain from building new structures on the Spratly islands. 100

VII. Multilateral Negotiations on a Code of Conduct

Initial Resistance

Multilateralism has emerged as a low-cost instrument for China in relation to the SCS dispute as Beijing has been able to avoid making concessions by capitalizing on intra-ASEAN frictions. In their writings on the SCS disputes, Chinese analysts often point out the 1995 Mischief Reef incident, and then move onto a positive appraisal of China’s 2002 decision to sign the Declaration of a Code of Conduct (DCOC) as an example of China’s exercise of self-restraint and commitment to good neighborly ties. 101 A closer examination of the negotiation process in the seven years between
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1995 and 2002 however, shows that Beijing agreed to multilateral negotiations on a COC only when confronted by the fear of U.S. encirclement.

The idea for a multilateral ASEAN-China COC was first proposed by the Philippines in April 1999 during the fifth ASEAN-China Senior Officials Meeting (SOM) in Kunming, China.102 During the meeting, China expressed its strong opposition toward a multilateral document by capitalizing on ASEAN’s inability to present a united front—despite Malaysia’s earlier warning that the only way for ASEAN countries to make an impact on China was to have ASEAN solidarity. Unlike in 1995, when ASEAN contested China’s occupation of Mischief Reef with one voice, this time it remained silent. ASEAN members were still struggling with economic recovery after the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, and did not want to expand political capital on territorial issues. Many also remained grateful towards Beijing for not devaluing its currency during the crisis.103 As Philippine Foreign Affairs Undersecretary Lauro BAJA lamented, “On Mischief Reef, we were left alone. The other countries said that while they sympathize and understand our situation, the issue is only a Philippine-China problem.”104

VIII. 1999-2000: Regional Changes

In the face of ASEAN states’ potential regional alignment with the U.S. however, China has shown greater flexibility in negotiating a multilateral COC. On May 27, 1999, the Philippine Senate—the legislative body that had ousted two of the largest U.S. military facilities in the Pacific from the Philippines in 1991—ratified the Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA) with the U.S.105 Alarm over China’s increasing assertiveness in the SCS had been the spur behind the Senate’s change of attitude towards U.S. forces. The Philippines hoped that by allowing the U.S. to resume large-scale war exercises in its former colony, the VFA would deter further Chinese incursions into the SCS. Chinese analysts watched this development with concern, worried that the VFA would give the U.S. a larger pres-

ence in the region and restrict China’s room for maneuver. The U.S. bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in June 1999 further strengthened conspiracy theories in China that the U.S. was trying to contain it on all fronts.

In August 1999, two U.S. aircraft carriers, Kitty Hawk and Constellation, held exercises in the SCS as deterrence against escalation of tensions during a troubled period in cross-strait relations. From late January to early March 2000, the U.S. conducted joint military exercises involving approximately 5000 forces with the Philippines, the first major exercise between the two armed forces since 1995. In addition, the U.S. expanded its annual U.S.-Thailand COBRA GOLD military exercise to include Singapore, upping the personnel involved to 200,000.

China again observed these developments with worry, despite being reassured by officials that the resumption of large-scale U.S.-Philippines exercises was not directed against any third party. On March 14, the eve of the first ACSOM convened to discuss a COC on the SCS, China warned ASEAN against carrying out large-scale military exercises and enhancing military alliances with nations outside the region. YANG Yanyi, Senior Counselor of China’s Foreign Ministry, pointed out that region was going through a process of confidence-building measures and did not need influences from external countries: “If some countries continue to beef up their military alliances or joint exercises, all sides will continue to be suspicious of one another.” The Chinese were also watchful of Japan’s decision to send Self Defense Forces to participate in various joint military exercises between the U.S. and Southeast Asian states in 2000. According to ZHANG Xiusan, “increasing Japanese confi-
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dence could indicate plans to intervene in the event of a SCS conflict.”

**Impact on Chinese Foreign Policy**

The timing of China’s interest in the COC is significant. International developments caused Chinese leaders to reconsider their April 1999 opposition to the idea of an ASEAN-China COC. The Chinese calculated that an intransigent attitude on their part would cause ASEAN to form closer military links with the U.S. This would enable the U.S. navy to increase its access to port facilities in Southeast Asia, which would then strengthen the U.S. position in the event of a Taiwan Strains crisis. Hence mitigating U.S. influence on the flanks of Taiwan—such as Southeast Asia—by presenting a more accommodating stance on multilateral negotiations, was perceived as a sensible policy.

During the ASEAN-China PMC in late July 1999, Chinese Foreign Minister TANG Jiaxuan improved atmospherics by pledging China’s willingness to be the first nuclear power to sign the protocol to the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone Treaty. However he remained opposed to a multilateral COC, suggesting instead that claimants to the Spratly Islands should subscribe to “general guidelines.” This attitude changed by March 2000, when
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senior officials from China and ASEAN gathered in Thailand for the ACSOM. China proposed its own version of a COC, marking the first ASEAN-China discussion on draft COCs.\footnote{Busaba SIVASOMBOON, “China, ASEAN Agree to Frame Common Code of Conduct on Spratlys,” Associated Press, March 15, 2000; Carlyle A. Thayer, “China-ASEAN: Tensions Promote Discussions on a Code of Conduct,” in Pacific Forum, CSIS, Comparative Connections, Vol. 2, No. 1 (April 2000), p. 40. Available at http://www.csis.org/media/csis/pubs/0001q.pdf; Leszek Buszynski, p. 359.} According to SIHASAK Phuangketkaew, deputy director-general of Thailand’s East Asia Department, China’s tone in this discussion was “dramatically” improved from the July 1999 ASEAN-China PMC.\footnote{SA-NGUAN Kjamrungroj, “China, ASEAN Seal Deal Over Disputed Area,” The Nation (Thailand), March 16, 2000.} That China proposed a COC \textit{after} the U.S. sent aircraft carriers to the SCS in August 1999, and conducted joint military exercises with the Philippines from January to March 2000, lends weight to the argument that China shows flexibility in its reluctance to engage ASEAN multilaterally when confronted by perceived U.S. interference or encirclement.

\section*{IX. September 11: Regional Changes}

September 11 accelerated the need to diffuse tensions between China and ASEAN. NIU Jun observes that after September 11, the U.S. had increased its economic and military assistance to ASEAN states; and notably, ASEAN states expressed their strong support for Bush’s anti-terrorism campaign.\footnote{NIU Jun is a professor at Beijing University’s School of International Relations. NIU Jun, “Meiguo de Yatai Anquan Zhanlue jiqi Yingxiang,” [America’s Asia-Pacific Security Strategy and Influence], in Zhang Yunling, chief ed. (2003), p. 98-9.} The U.S. managed to not only expand its military presence, but also establish new basing rights and overflight access in Thailand, persuade Malaysia to set up an anti-terrorism center in Kuala Lumpur, and propose the use of Vietnam’s port and airport facilities in Quy Nhan.\footnote{Ibid.} In March 2002, Bush declared Southeast Asia the “second front” in the war on terrorism.\footnote{Ibid.} ZHANG Yunling advises that China should provide strong support for ASEAN-led multilateral mechanisms because such mechanisms “are an important way of preventing the U.S.
from using its bilateral military relations to deepen its influence in Southeast Asia and encircle China.”

**X. The Declaration on Code of Conduct**

In light of potential U.S. encirclement, China finally signed the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the SCS with ASEAN at the November 2002 ASEAN Plus Three summit in Phnom Penh. The Declaration affirms the freedom of navigation and overflight, and commits the parties to “exercise self-restraint” and resolve disputes “by peaceful means, without resorting to the threat or use of force.” The Declaration also includes suggestions for cooperative activities, such as marine scientific research and combating transnational crime.

*Exclusions From, and Additions To, the DCOC*

What was excluded from the final Declaration however, is instructive. Two items from the 2000 ASEAN draft were missing from the final Declaration. First, the final Declaration makes no mention of the Spratly or Paracel Islands; only a general reference to the SCS. ASEAN’s draft specifically mentions both the Spratly and Paracel Islands, while the Chinese draft mentions only the “Nansha (Spratly)” Islands. Vietnam had hoped that an inclusion of the Paracel Islands—which it had occupied before China seized them in 1974—would pave the way for future negotiations. However China refused to accommodate any reference to them. It wanted the DCOC confined only to the Spratlys. As a compromise, the geographical scope of the Declaration was omitted. Second, ASEAN’s draft calls for all parties to “refrain from action of inhabiting or erecting structures in presently uninhabited islands, reefs,

---
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shoals, cays and other features.”¹²⁶ This prohibition of building new structures under a clause calling for self-restraint had been forwarded by the Philippines, strongly supported by Vietnam, but rejected by China.¹²⁷ The final Declaration thus excludes “erecting structures” and commits states only to “refraining from action of inhabiting on the presently uninhabited islands, reefs, shoals, cays, and other features.”¹²⁸

China’s draft mainly carried general principles and was not as detailed as ASEAN’s. Two details in the Chinese draft however, were omitted from the final Declaration. First, China’s draft had a clause calling upon parties to “refrain from conducting any military exercises directed against other countries in the [Spratly] Islands and their adjacent waters, and from carrying out any dangerous and close-in military (sic). Military patrol activities in the area shall be restricted.”¹²⁹ That China had this clause inserted into its draft highlights the depth of Beijing’s concern about U.S. naval activity in the SCS and involvement in China’s territorial disputes. ASEAN refused to accede to such severe restrictions on their military. The compromise in the Declaration was that parties should be “notifying, on a voluntary basis, other Parties concerned of any impending joint/combined military exercise.”¹³⁰ Second, China’s draft maintains its long-standing policy of negotiating resolutions through bilateral channels. It made no mention of the word “multilateral,” specifically asserting that “disputes relating to the [Spratly] Islands shall be resolved by the sovereign states directly concerned through bilateral friendly consultations and negotiations.”¹³¹ On this issue, the Declaration does not restrict dispute resolution to bilateral means. It follows the ASEAN draft word for word, making room for both bilateralism and multilateralism: “The modalities, scope and locations, in respect of bilateral and multilateral cooperation

¹²⁶. Emphasis added. Clause 2 in “ASEAN Draft: Regional Code of Conduct in the South China Sea,” in Scott Snyder, Brad Glosserman, and Ralph A. Cossa, Appendix E.

¹²⁷. For the Philippine’s proposal to ban the erection of structures, see Leszek Buszynski, p. 356. For Vietnam’s support of the Philippine’s proposal, see “Still a Sea of Troubles,” The Economist, November 9, 2002.

¹²⁸. Clause 5 in “Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea.”

¹²⁹. Clause 9 in “China Draft: Regional Code of Conduct in the South China Sea.” Though the draft makes no mention of non-signatories, China’s reference to “military exercises” was understood to be targeted at the U.S.

¹³⁰. Clause 5c in “Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea.”

should be agreed upon by the Parties concerned prior to their actual implementation.”

Additions to the Declaration are also instructive. ASEAN wanted the final clause of the Declaration to state that the parties would work towards a formal Code of Conduct. China, however, was reluctant to commit itself to legality and demanded that to have the phrase “on the basis of consensus” added to that final clause.

Both non-PRC and PRC analysts use the DCOC as evidence of China exercising self-restraint, even self-sacrifice. M. Taylor Fravel and Evan Medeiros argue that the final Declaration was closer to the ASEAN document than to China’s. Similarly, ZHANG Yunling and TANG Shiping argue that China “basically let ASEAN states set the norms governing the SCS dispute.”

However a closer inspection reveals that these analysts’ claim gives too much credit to China for making compromises. Fravel and Medeiros base their argument on the fact that the final DCOC had “little of what was offered by China,” but this is not surprising, given that the Chinese draft had little substance in the first place. The formal wording—sentence structure, word usage etc—of the final DCOC does fit more closely to the ASEAN draft. On issues of substance, however, the ASEAN’s position was more compromised than that of China’s. As this chapter has tried to show above, China managed to avoid committing itself to future negotiations on the sovereignty of territory—the Paracel Islands—that it had control over; refused to promise that it was not going to erect structures in future—an indication that it might harbor intentions to erect new

132. Clause 6 in “Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea,” and clause 5 in “ASEAN Draft: Regional Code of Conduct in the South China Sea.”


135. ZHANG Yunling and TANG Shiping, “Zhongguo de Diqu Zhanlue,” [China’s Regional Strategy], Shi jie Jingji yu Zhengzheng [World Economics and Politics], No. 6 (2004), p. 10. It is interesting to note that the English version of this article, printed by University of California Press and therefore more targeted at a Western audience, states that China made “significant concessions despite strong domestic opposition”—a statement that is conspicuously absent in the Chinese version. For the English version, see ZHANG Yunling and TANG Shiping, “China’s Regional Strategy,” in David Shambaugh, ed., Power Shift: China and Asia’s New Dynamic (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), p. 50.
structures to strengthen its military presence in the SCS,\textsuperscript{136} and escaped from making an agreement to legalize the Declaration in future. The concessions that it had to make were negligible: Beijing probably did not expect regional actors to agree to a restriction of military exercises, and could easily afford to have the phrase “multilateral cooperation” inserted into the final document since China claims de facto veto power over multilateral negotiations.

XI. Debunking Learning

A number of analysts have used China's agreement to the DCOC as evidence for the argument that China's cooperative behavior can be explained by a process of being socialized into ASEAN's norms of restraint and dialogue-building.\textsuperscript{137} This chapter however, casts doubt on such an argument. First, the pattern outlined above shows that increases in Chinese cooperativeness came after external changes. A socialization argument on the other hand, would predict that increases would be relatively gradual and consistent. Second, a learning/socialization argument gives too much credit to ASEAN. To many Chinese analysts, ASEAN is neither sufficiently cohesive nor strong enough to produce a unified foreign policy.\textsuperscript{138} Even a unified ASEAN does not have enough agency to push China into taking up multilateralism: though ASEAN was unified in its opposition to China's seizure of Mischief Reef in 1995, China did not bother to reassure it multilaterally until it started worrying about the possibility of U.S. interference in the matter. As a result, China has been able to exploit intra-ASEAN frictions and disagreements to keep delaying multilateral solutions and buy time to secure bilateral arrangements under which China will have more negotiating leverage. Third, China's position in 2002 was little changed compared to that in 1995. Signing onto the DCOC was perfectly consistent with the Chinese policy of “setting aside the sovereignty issue and concentrating on joint development,” a policy which harked back to the Deng era. For Beijing, “joint development” was premised on Chinese sovereignty over the SCS, and thus

\textsuperscript{136} Remarks by an unnamed ASEAN official, in “Progress made on SEA Code of Conduct Pact,” *Business Times*, November 2, 2002.


meant foreign participation in the exploration of China’s resources.\textsuperscript{139}

The barriers to learning are high—China has little incentive to make any sovereignty compromises on the SCS dispute. First, the benefits of maintaining the claim to sovereignty are numerous. The SCS straddles key lines of communications and has rich deposits of oil and natural gas, which China has become increasingly dependent upon to sustain its rapid economic growth. Second, the costs of maintaining the claim to sovereignty are low. Unlike China’s land disputes, offshore island disputes are far from the mainland and relatively cheap to contest.\textsuperscript{140} Offshore islands do not have people living on them (always a sensitive issue), leaders do not have to devote large numbers of troops to stake their claims, and their distance from the mainland suggests that only international shocks, not domestic ones, will create incentives for leaders to compromise. Since neither the U.S. nor ASEAN states have mounted a concerted military opposition to Chinese claims, China has every interest in delaying a settlement of the dispute.

\textbf{XII. Should the U.S. Worry About China’s Tactical Use of Multilateral Diplomacy?}

China’s refusal to commit more fully to a legal COC has been cited as evidence that it is using multilateral mechanisms as a tactic to defuse tensions while it builds up its navy and military strength to be able to project power into the region. Michael Swaine and Ashley J. Tellis for example, suggest that China’s approach aims at delaying the dispute until the balance of power shifts in favor of China, during which it may usurp and coerce ASEAN states into giving way to Beijing.\textsuperscript{141}

Indeed, publicly available materials indicate that China has no intention to surrender its sovereignty over the islands. According to HOU Songling, China decided to agree on joint development because it calculated that it cannot militarily support its claim of sov-

\textsuperscript{139} XIAO Bing and QING Po, \textit{Zhongguo Jundui Nengfou Daying Xia Yichang Zhanzheng} [Can the Chinese Military Win the Next War?] (Chongqing Northwest Normal University Press, 1993).


ereignty over the SCS.142 Similarly, LIANG Shoude suggests that China’s eschewal of force is born out of constrained choice in his statement, “Take the sovereignty of the Nansha islands (Spratlys) for example, we would never get the best results by taking a tough position.”143 Chinese analysts are aware that the SCS dispute is a long-term problem which will not be resolved soon. As TANG Jianguo notes, “ASEAN will continue to strengthen relations with the U.S. and depend on U.S. power to restrict China’s activities in the SCS. This is the unavoidable reality for China’s relations with ASEAN.”144 Although China and ASEAN countries have held talks over the dispute, these involved either crisis management or joint development.145 China has never offered to participate in negotiations over sovereignty.146

However, thus far there has been insufficient evidence to support the idea that China intends to build power at home to coerce states in future, even though this chapter has argued that China has tactically used multilateralism to ward off the possibility of a U.S.-led encirclement campaign. That is, the available evidence suggests that China’s tactical use of multilateralism has largely been defensive and not offensive.

By asserting its sovereignty and using diplomacy for its own interests, China is not behaving unlike other ASEAN states.147 In fact, since the Mischief Reef incident in 1995, China’s behavior can be described as being almost docile when compared to that of other claimants.148 Other claimant states have used military means to strengthen their hold on the SCS. Disputes have occurred between Vietnam and the Philippines, Philippines and Malaysia, and Malaysia and Vietnam.149 In March 1999, Malaysia built facilities on Boji

142. HOU Songling, p. 69.
144. TANG Jianguo, p. 62.
146. Interviews with Southeast Asian officials and academics, June 2005 and January 2006.
149. For disputes between the Philippines and Malaysia, see “Editorial: South China Sea Games Are Getting Dangerous,” The Nation (Thailand), June 24, 1999.
Reef and Yuya shoals in the Spratly Islands, which are also claimed by the Philippines and China. In August 2002, Vietnamese troops based on an islet fired warning shots at Philippine military planes. Non-military means have also been used to consolidate individual control. In May 2004, the Vietnamese defense ministry started rebuilding a runway on Truong Sa Lon (Large Spratly), an island its military occupies in the Spratly archipelago, in order to send Vietnamese tourists to the SCS.

There are some indications that tactical multilateral diplomacy has a constraining effect on the range of options open to Beijing. Since signing onto the DCOC, China has made a concerted effort to adhere to its spirit. Though the DCOC is not legally binding, the reputational costs of noncompliance are potentially high. The fact that China went through great pains to ensure that the document was worded in a way that did not undermine its interests shows that Beijing does not make agreements—legal or not—lightly.

While there is insufficient evidence to show that China is using multilateralism to bide its time until it has built the capabilities to coerce other states, neither is there sufficient evidence to guarantee that it will not do so in the near future. In short, the available evidence remains inconclusive. What is relevant for the purposes of this study however, is the observation that Chinese cooperativeness increases when Beijing perceives that regional alliance patterns are changing in ways that have the potential to “contain” China. With this in mind, U.S. policy-makers can channel Chinese efforts into cooperative schemes—thereby limiting China’s ability to turn revisionist—by maintaining strong relations with countries around China’s periphery.

CHAPTER THREE

THE ASEAN REGIONAL FORUM

Chapter two showed that China’s anxiety over a possible U.S. encirclement agenda was the primary reason for greater Chinese willingness to conduct multilateral talks with ASEAN over territorial disputes. This chapter augments that argument by tracing China’s evolving diplomacy in the ARF. It finds that sharp increases in China’s interest in the forum come after the strengthening of U.S. alliances in the region.

Because the ARF covers a much broader range of security issues compared to ASEAN-China discussions on the SCS dispute however, it provides more room for China to exercise its diplomacy and is useful in illuminating other factors that may have a causal role in explaining China’s tighter embrace of security multilateralism in recent years. Sensitivity to regional perceptions of China’s actions has had a role in shaping China’s multilateral policy. Apart from hedging against U.S. encirclement, China’s interest in multilateral diplomacy in the 21st century is simultaneously being driven by its self-confidence in actively forging a regional order that will be conducive to its rise.

I. Initial Wariness

China was highly suspicious of the ARF due to several reasons when the idea of establishing an Asia-Pacific security forum was first promulgated. First, Beijing was afraid that a new multilateral mechanism would be dominated by Washington and serve as a conduit for the U.S. and other actors to criticize China’s policies and constrain its behavior. These include issues such as China’s military spending and human rights record. In particular, Chinese leaders loathe to having Taiwan—considered a sovereign, internal issue—discussed in a regional forum. China would be outnumbered in such situations. Second, such forums could “internationalize [guojihua]” the sensitive bilateral disputes in which China had bar-

gaining power, thus severely limiting the Party’s foreign policy.\textsuperscript{154} As GUO Zhenyuan points out, China believes that bilateral problems should be resolved bilaterally. Multilateral frameworks would only complicate matters and make resolution more difficult.\textsuperscript{155} Chinese analysts were worried that the U.S. might take the opportunity to arbitrate the SCS dispute China had with a number of ASEAN countries, or that ASEAN countries might use the forum to drag the U.S. into the dispute even if the U.S. was not interested in being involved.\textsuperscript{156} Others saw regional multilateralism as a covert means of strengthening U.S. interests in East Asia and containing China after the end of the Cold War.\textsuperscript{157}

In spite of its wariness, Beijing decided to join the ARF in 1993. A report by the Institute of Asia Pacific Studies (IAPS), a department of the influential Chinese think tank, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), reveals that Beijing’s decision was born out of a careful calculation of the strategic benefits and costs of participation. According to the report, China had to participate in multilateral processes because the development of cooperative security mechanisms in the Asia-Pacific was a trend that could not be halted.\textsuperscript{158} Non-participation would only result in isolation and raise regional suspicions of China’s intentions.\textsuperscript{159} This had to be avoided so that China could continue to cultivate close ties with its neighbors and maintain a stable regional environment conducive to
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economic development. The report cautions that Beijing cannot stop the U.S. from leading the ARF, and recommends that China should join the forum and shape its development from within to ensure that its interests would not be undermined.

In addition, Beijing also believed that as a great power it ought to be included and consulted in forums that discuss issues of regional importance. Participation in the ARF would also be an opportunity to improve relations with ASEAN and promote international multipolarity.

As such, China participated in the ARF with the aim of guarding against any measures that might develop the ARF into an institution capable of infringing upon its sovereignty. In 1994, China asserted that the ARF should only develop at a pace "comfortable to all participants"—that is, slowly, with non-binding, voluntary agreements. In its proposal for the first meeting of the ARF held at Bangkok in July 1994, Beijing remained firmly fastened on state-centric norms of sovereignty, declaring that ARF participants had to adhere to principles of "mutual respect for sovereignty [and] non-interference in each other's internal affairs" for progress to be made. It emphasized that "the Chinese government is always opposed to internationalizing the question of Nansha (Spratly) Islands." The proposal clearly reflects Beijing's wariness of institutionalization of the forum:

The Chinese side prefers to see [the ARF] remain a forum, whose function should not go beyond exchanging information and views among participants. The forum should not make decision or take action against any specific country, region or issue. When a need arises for making press releases or issuing documents, the wishes of all region's countries should be respected and the principle of consensus be followed.

At the 1995 ARF meeting, Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen again cautioned that the "purposes and goals of the Forum should reflect the region's diversity as well as the new features of
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the post-Cold War world scene, instead of mechanically copying tile models of other regions or of the past."\textsuperscript{167} When ARF participants discussed the ARF Concept Paper outlining the goals and future developments of the forum, China objected to the proposal for developing mechanisms for conflict resolution. It argued that the ARF should be a dialogue forum \textit{[duihua luntan]}\textsuperscript{168} The proposal was thus changed from "the development of conflict resolution mechanisms" to "the elaboration of approaches to conflict resolution."\textsuperscript{169} China also opposed the formation of "intersessional working groups," fearful that the term implied institutionalization of the work of the ARF. These bodies were then termed "intersessional support groups" (ISGs) and "intersessional meetings" (ISM) to provide a more passive overtone.\textsuperscript{170} China's unease with multilateral mechanisms was also reflected in the way Chinese participants conducted their diplomacy. Chinese participants in the ARF often seemed "uncomfortable, stiff and wooden," read prepared texts, and referred to them when fielding questions.\textsuperscript{171}

\section{China's Changing Attitude towards Security Multilateralism}

China's attitude towards multilateral security cooperation shifted in 1996. At the July 1996 ARF, China surprised participants by offering to co-chair an ISG on CBMs with the Philippines in March 1997.\textsuperscript{172} Chinese Foreign Minister QIAN Qichen also appealed for the first time for the cultivation of "a new approach to security."\textsuperscript{173}

By late 1996, Chinese officials involved in the ARF began forwarding concepts that were "in tension with traditional realpolitik
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arguments.”174 SHI Chunlai, a former Ambassador to India and Australia and a key figure in China’s CSCAP delegation, seems to be China’s first participant in ARF-related activities to promulgate the term “common security.”175 In a paper presented at the ARF workshop on preventative diplomacy, Shi and co-author XU Jian argued that common security was critical for abandoning “old” security concepts that were “based on the dangerous game of balance of power.”176 Nevertheless, the paper also stressed that preventative diplomacy should strictly be in accordance with the five principles of peaceful co-existence.177 This comment itself is “somewhat in tension with common security,”178 reflecting the embryonic nature of the multilateral security discourse in China.

In January 1997, ARF-involved Chinese analysts unofficially proposed a concept of “mutual security [huxiang anquan]” at the first Canada-China Seminar on Asia-Pacific Multilateralism and Cooperative Security (CANCHIS) in Toronto, Canada.179 According to a Chinese participant, “mutual security” meant that “for you to be secure, your neighbor had to be secure”—a security concept based on the Chinese notion of win-win.180 However the tentativeness of this early venture into multilateral concepts can be seen by the weight Chinese participants placed on state sovereignty. According to a Chinese participant, “mutual security” must begin with the recognition that “all countries involved are on an equal footing and enjoy the same rights to the maintenance of their respective national security.”181

China co-hosted the ISG on CBMs with the Philippines in March 1997 in Beijing, the “first time for China to host an official multilateral international conference on security issues.”182 How-
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ever at this time terms like “mutual security” and “new security concept” were still underdeveloped ideas in Chinese foreign policy. The Asia Department of MOFA thus commissioned CASS to examine concepts related to regional security.\textsuperscript{183} CASS submitted its report to MOFA in December 1998.\textsuperscript{184} The report argues that “China can no longer protect its national security by solely or overly depending on the strengthening of its military power.”\textsuperscript{185} Protecting national security “not only requires increasing military power, but also developing diplomatic ties and multilateral cooperation.”\textsuperscript{186} This is because China is increasingly being challenged by non-traditional security problems such as economic and financial instability, transnational crimes and environmental degradation.\textsuperscript{187}

Second, China’s rising power is a cause for worry among neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{188} As a result, these countries are increasing their military expenditure and strengthening their alliances.\textsuperscript{189} It warns that by being overly dependent on strengthening its military, China “may spark a military arms race, which can then escalate into dangerous power-balancing.”\textsuperscript{190} The report concludes with an exhortation to embrace multilateralism:

Vigorously promoting multilateral security cooperation can not only advance China’s interests in the Asia-Pacific, but also create a peaceful and stable regional environment. In addition, China will be able to exhibit its ability to be a responsible great power in the region, and cultivate a positive image of itself. This will decrease the anxieties other countries have over the “China threat.”\textsuperscript{191}

Iain Johnston notes that with the CASS report submitted to the Asia Department, “the Chinese discourse on multilateralism, then, has moved quite some distance from public skepticism to informal
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articulations of mutual security and common security, to public affirmation of the concepts."^{192}

President JIANG Zemin’s report to the fifteenth CCP Party Congress in September 1997 placed a new emphasis on multilateral diplomacy. The report asserts that China “should take an active part in multilateral diplomatic activities and give full play to China’s role in the United Nations and other international organizations.”^{193} According to LIANG Shoude, Dean of the College of International Relations of Beijing University, Jiang’s report was China’s first public declaration of its support for multilateral activities, thus officially marking a major shift in Chinese diplomacy.^{194}

At the July 1998 ARF meeting in Manila, Chinese Foreign Minister TANG Jiaxuan called for “a new security approach” that would “enhance mutual understanding and trust through dialogue and cooperation” as “a practical way of ensuring peace and security.”^{195} During the same month, Beijing released “China’s National Defense,” a report that emulates efforts by regional countries to provide transparency by publishing defense White Papers. Although the White Paper does not reveal anything particularly new about China’s defense policy, its emphasis on cooperation between states is striking.^{196} In particular, it articulates a “new security concept” (NSC)—first unveiled by then-Foreign Minister QIAN Qichen in December 1997 at the 30th anniversary of ASEAN’s founding—for international politics, defining it to include the Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence, economic cooperation, dialogue, and peaceful settlement of disputes between states. The 1998 White Paper thus reflects a new line of thinking in Beijing that departs from a purely self-help approach to security.

---

196. For example, in China’s previous White Paper (on arms control and disarmament) published in 1995, the words “cooperation” and “dialogue” are used fourteen times and twice respectively; while in the 1998 White Paper they are used forty-four and fourteen times respectively. See “China: Arms Control and Disarmament,” Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China (November 1995). Available at http://www.nti.org/db/china/engdocs/whitepr.htm.
China’s interest in multilateral institutions is further reflected in the institutional changes that have occurred since its strategic decision in the late 1990s. When China first joined the ARF, no division within the Asia department of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs had the appropriate resources to cope with the demands of a multilateral regional forum. Since the ARF did not fit into the country-desk and sub-region structure of the Asia department, it was relegated to the “catch-all” Comprehensive Division [Zonghe Chu].\(^{197}\) However in January 1998 the Asia Department set up a separate division, the Regional Cooperation Division [Diqu Hezuo Chu] to handle ARF and Track II diplomacy. China’s participation has also led to a “deliberate seeking out of new expertise and ideas” so that China can play an active and professional part in the ARF.\(^{198}\) For example, in 1997, the Asia department of China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs started sending its officials and academics to the Joint Center for Asia-Pacific Studies in Toronto, Canada for the annual “Canada-China seminar on Asia-Pacific Multilateralism and Cooperative Security” (CANCHIS).\(^{199}\) Part policy dialogue, part joint training session on central concepts and issues in regional security discussions, the seminar is an example of the resolve and determination the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs has in training its officials in the language, style, and content of regional multilateralism. As a Canadian diplomat observes, “The Chinese are very well-organized. When they made the decision to take on multilateralism in 1997, they were very serious in training people for it.”\(^{200}\)

III. Explaining China’s Attitude Change

Socialization

Iain Johnston attributes China’s increasing comfort level with multilateralism to the socialization of key Chinese officials into norms of cooperative security.\(^{201}\) Central to Johnston’s approach is the premise that actors entering a social interaction rarely emerge

---


\(^{199}\) Interview with Paul Evans. Paul Evans, the former director of the Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies, organized and conducted the training sessions.
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the same. He finds that the Chinese most directly exposed to intense social interactions with individuals or groups that are strong advocates of security dialogues are more likely to take a positive attitude towards multilateralism than those who are not exposed. The idea is that participation in the ARF—a "counter-realpolitik" social environment conducive to social persuasion—has caused the group of policy-makers most involved in ARF processes to absorb the ARF’s discourse on multilateral cooperation. This group now sees multilateralism as compatible with China's security interests because multilateralism is "good" for regional stability.

While the internalization of multilateral norms by key actors in the Chinese foreign policy-making process can account for China's increasing comfort level with the ARF over time, it does not sufficiently explain why Beijing made the unexpected turn towards multilateralism and ideas of mutual security in 1996/1997. If the absorption of the ARF’s mutual security discourse is the sole explanation for changes in Chinese diplomacy, one would expect that acceptance would have been more gradual. One would have little reason to expect Beijing's sudden (albeit still limited) support for cooperative security by 1996 since socialization requires a significant amount of interaction time before a target's mindset changes. The amount of interaction between Chinese officials and their ARF counterparts does not seem considerable enough to warrant the sudden shift. Between China's first foray into the ARF in July 1994 and the July 1996 ARF, there were only five Track I activities: two ARF meetings and three ISMs.

Even if the ARF was successful in socializing Chinese individuals into the norms of cooperative diplomacy, it is unlikely that this group of proto-multilateralists had enough domestic political power to inspire Beijing's strategic decision to accept multilateralism by 1996/1997. Thomas Christensen observes that the emergence of Chinese discourse on multilateralism was limited to a small group of believers in the mid-1990s. These new thinkers were too few in number and too mistrusted by other more conservative sections of

the government, such as the PLA, to have been the primary factor in channeling the Chinese government’s efforts into participating in regional multilateral forums. In fact, the Chinese Foreign Affairs Ministry [waixiaobu] was so marginalized by other sections of the government that it was often referred to as the “selling-out-the-country ministry [maiguobu].” That the majority of Chinese elites during the mid-1990s viewed attempts to pursue multilateralism as imprudent, even traitorous, suggests that short of extremely compelling reasons (which will be discussed below), the proto-multilateralists would have been hard pressed to sell their agenda to the majority of Chinese elites.

While Johnston examines how the ARF as a social environment has influenced Chinese actors, other analysts single out ASEAN’s role. Rosemary Foot attributes Beijing’s positive appraisal of the ARF to ASEAN’s efforts in allaying China’s suspicions of the organization. Alice Ba argues that “special credit” must be given to ASEAN for signaling to China that participation in multilateral forums was not against Chinese interests. Indeed it was after interacting with ARF participants that China realized that the U.S. was not going to drive the ARF’s agenda. However, while ASEAN’s efforts at reassurance can explain why Chinese participants became more comfortable with the ARF, they do not explain why Beijing would actively seek to co-chair a multilateral meeting, formulate its own definition of “mutual security” or forward a NSC. After all, given China’s deep wariness of multilateral organizations, and given that the ARF does not require its participants to take initiative, ASEAN’s reassurances should, at most, prevent the Chinese from blocking further developments in the ARF. Taken alone, they should not be sufficient in spurring Beijing to embark upon its strategic shift in 1996/1997.
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Hedging Against Potential U.S. Encirclement

Placing China’s participation in the ARF into the broader context of the strategic realignments taking place in the region during the mid-1990s suggests that China’s more active stance from late 1996 onwards was primarily driven by two calculations: to reduce other states’ threat perceptions of China, and to reduce the perceived security threats China faced from the strengthening of U.S. bilateral alliances. It is striking to note that China ratcheted up its discourse on multilateral security cooperation in late 1996, after perceptions of China as a threat increased due to Chinese assertiveness in the 1995 Mischief Reef incident and the 1995/1996 Taiwan Straits crisis, and after the U.S. and its allies strengthened their bilateral alliances, exemplified by the December 1995 Indonesia-Australia military defense agreement, the April 1996 Clinton-Hashimoto Joint Declaration, and the July 1996 U.S.-Australia Declaration. That China’s activism in the context of the ARF coincided with greater cooperativeness in other areas, such as in negotiations with ASEAN over the SCS dispute, and in Central Asia—where arguably the ASEAN Way does not operate—gives greater credence to the argument that China’s changed posture was fundamentally a strategic move rather than the outcome of a socialization process.

Beijing hoped to refute the “China threat theory” that had gained resonance due to its assertiveness in the mid-1990s. Yong DENG explains that Chinese elites are worried that China’s negative reputation will exacerbate the security dilemma and create an unstable regional environment that deraills Beijing’s development path.213 Espousing China’s commitment to multilateral security cooperation and demonstrating its willingness to be tied by multilateral organizations would build trust and reassure its neighbors.214 As WANG Gungwu explains,

[China] knows enough history to fear that a power further away, like the United States, could invoke a “China

---


threat” scenario to instigate a hostile alliance in the region against China. It seems to me that, under the circumstances, it would be sheer stupidity for China to provide any power with that excuse to disrupt China’s own developmental and survival agenda.215

Using China’s support for multilateral mechanisms to refute the “China threat theory” was a salient theme at the inaugural China International Study Forum on “Multilateralism and Chinese Diplomacy” held in Beijing in June 2005.216 According to Chinese analyst YUE Xiaoyong, “enthusiastic participation in various multilateral arrangements can relieve the apprehensions that other countries, particularly certain hegemonic ones, have of us, and decrease the strength of the ‘China threat theory’.”217 In the same vein, YAN Xuetong argues that multilateral diplomacy provides a peaceful international environment beneficial for China’s rise because “the more China participates in multilateral activities, the more other countries will perceive China to be abiding with international order, and build a better impression of China. This will help to facilitate the international community’s acceptance of the reality of China’s rising power.”218

Apart from refuting the “China threat” theory, multilateralism offered a means of hedging against a possible U.S.-led containment coalition that appeared to be forming with the tightening of U.S. bilateral alliances from 1996 onwards. At this time, a number of


216. The China International Study Forum is an annual symposium sponsored by the School of International Studies at Renmin University of China, and organized by thirteen other Chinese think tanks and research institutions. At its inaugural meeting in June 2005, it brought together more than 100 Chinese government officials and scholars from home and abroad for discussions. Details of the conference proceeding are available at “Zhongguo Guoji Wenti Luntan,” [China International Study Forum], Xinlangwang [Sina News]. Available at http://news.sina.com.cn/pct/z/relations/index.shtml. The text of the participants’ remarks can also be found in the journal article, “Duobian Zhuyi yu Zhongguo Wajiao,” [Multilateralism and Chinese Diplomacy], Jiaoxue yu Yanjiu [Teaching and Research], No. 8 (2005).

217. YUE Xiaoyong is Director of China’s State Council Office of Policy Planning. YUE Xiaoyong, “Duobian Zhuyi yu Zhongguo Wajiao,” [Multilateralism and Chinese Diplomacy], p. 16.

well-placed Chinese analysts were expressing their frustration over how China’s cautious insistence on protecting its sovereign rights through bilateral interactions had crippled its ability to make foreign policy initiatives. As a CASS analyst lamented, China’s foreign policy guideline at this time was “seeking interests while avoiding harm [quli bihai];” yet in reality the “primary goal is avoiding harm [yi bihai weizhu]” at the expense of actively promoting China’s national interests.\textsuperscript{219} Beijing thus hoped that a shift in strategy—a warmer embrace of multilateral mechanisms—would persuade regional actors to decrease their reliance on the U.S. hubs-and-spokes security architecture in East Asia. QIAN Wenrong explains:

The main reason why China has been increasingly supportive of the ARF is because the U.S. is strengthening its military alliances with regional actors—particularly its alliance with Japan—and treating China as a “potential enemy.” Because China does not have the diplomatic principle of establishing military alliances with other countries, it has to pursue multilateral security cooperation.\textsuperscript{220}

Multilateralism thus provided Beijing with the opportunity to offer the region an alternative to the current U.S.-led architecture of bilateral military alliances and forward-deployed military forces.\textsuperscript{221} This is evidenced by how Beijing presents the NSC not as an end in itself: Beijing’s promotion of the NSC goes hand-in-hand with calls for states to abandon the bilateral alliances they maintain with the U.S. from the Cold War era. For example, at the same time that the 1998 PRC Defense White Paper presents the NSC as a new approach to international affairs, it also explicitly declares that “it is imperative to abandon the Cold War mentality.”\textsuperscript{222} Indeed, though


Johnston and Evans describe the architects of the 1998 National Defense White Paper as being influenced by regional norms and concepts such as non-use of force, dialogue, and consensus, they also concede that the White Paper is fundamentally a "re-packaging of familiar ideas built around the rejection of military blocs and the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence." As XU Xin explains, the NSC "aims to compete with a predominant realist security fashion reflected in what the Chinese criticize as the 'Cold War mentality' by presenting an alternative approach to international and regional security cooperation." XIA Liping argues that the emergence of multilateral mechanisms in the region will decrease the need for states to deploy advanced weapons systems and depend on military alliances. During his interviews with Chinese analysts in 1996, Thomas Christensen found that several of his Chinese interlocutors—both civilian and military analysts—would first complain about the April 1996 Clinton-Hashimoto Joint Communiqué and assertions by U.S. officials that the U.S.-Japan alliance was a keystone of East Asian security, then raise multilateral dialogue—which had often been discounted—as an alternative to bilateral relations with the U.S. without any prompting. For Beijing, accepting a larger role for multilateralism was "the least unpleasant method to reduce the threat posed by U.S. bilateralism." In open source articles, Chinese analysts acknowledge that greater Chinese support for regional cooperation provides the least confrontational means of offsetting a hard-line U.S. policy toward China. ZHANG Yunling frankly points out:

China needs stability. But stability does not mean that there is no change. The stability that China needs includes both the acceptance of the status quo, as well as the adjustment of the status quo. . . Accepting the existing order and safeguarding its stability is in China's fundamental interest. Of course, 'accepting and safeguarding' does not mean that China does not have its own claims. As a devel-

224. XU Xin, p. 19.
openhg Great Power, and as a participant in the existing or-
der, China hopes that it can fulfill its own national
interests, and conduct adjustments that will meet its own
national interests.228

ZHAO Yinliang writes, “China gradually understood that multila-
teral dialogue forums not only dispel the ‘China threat theory’ and
constrain China’s behavior, but also constrain the behavior of other
powerful states.”229 XIN Benjian recommends that China should
continue advocating multilateralism because in doing so, China can
“cleverly grasp the direction and process of multilateral affairs,
safeguard our national interests, and restrain the impact that the
U.S. bilateral military arrangements have on the region.”230 Though
YAN Xuetong doubts the efficacy of multilateral organizations, he
nonetheless holds that participation in such forums is “good” for
China because “the U.S., as the larger power, will face an even
heavier restraint on its power from such organizations.”231 Simi-
larly, QIAN Wenrong acknowledges that though “the ARF only
imposes normative restraints and hold its members to international
law, it still has a role to play in exerting some degree of restraint on
the strengthening of U.S. bilateral military alliances.”232 The 1998
CASS report on multilateralism presented to MOFA argues that
China can attain the “beneficial new order [youli de xin zhixu]” it
needs as a late-rising great power “not by overtaking or destroying
the existing order, but by moderating the structure and norms of
the existing order through existing multilateral institutions and be-
ing a participant of the current order.”233 As an example of how
China can adjust the current order by participating in it, ZHANG
Yunling explains that China can significantly decrease the influence
and necessity of the current U.S. bilateral alliance system by devel-
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231. YAN Xuetong (2005), p. 15.
232. QIAN Wenrong, p. 22.
233. ZHANG Yunling identifies the current international order as the “‘peaceful
American-governed’ order” but does not define what he envisions the “new order” to
be. Taking the report as a whole, this “new order” should, at a minimum, be one in
which China would have greater influence. See ZHANG Yunling (2000), p. 9.
oping multilateral regional frameworks. By advocating multi-tiered, cooperative mechanisms—including military ones—that are based on discussion, equal participation and mutual respect, China can provide mechanisms that are different from those led by the U.S. These exhortations are strikingly similar to the reasons given by the 1995 CASS report (see p. 44) and suggest that the worldview of the Chinese elites has not fundamentally changed.

Hence the change in China's attitude towards the ARF and multilateralism seems to be more of a new pragmatic strategy born out of constrained choice to pursue national interests, rather than an entirely different way of considering the meaning of international politics. CHU Shulong stresses that “China’s aim in participating in [multilateral] institutions is to fulfill China’s national interests from within these institutions, to strive and fight for the rights belonging to China and developing nations, and to reform the unfair, unreasonable elements of the international system.”

ZHOU Guiyin affirms that “though the boundaries between national and international security are blurring, military strength is still the means to safeguard China’s comprehensive security.” The 1998 CASS report reminds that maintaining state sovereignty is still at the core of China’s security. It warns that the “key challenge” China faces in dealing with non-traditional security problems is protecting its sovereignty, and emphasizes that pursuing multilateral solutions must not be at the expense of “traditional sovereignty [chuantong zhuquan].”

IV. Chinese Diplomacy in the 21st Century

Since Beijing promulgated the NSC in 1998, it has demonstrated a deeper commitment to the ARF. In particular, the rate and quality of its participation have notably increased after 2001. Not only has China offered to host or co-chair more ARF meetings
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after 2001, some of these initiatives suggested a bolder attempt to increase cooperation between ARF participants. At the June 2003 ARF meeting, China proposed setting up a Security Policy Conference (SPC) that would bring together, for the first time, defense officials for military and security discussions within the framework of the ARF.240 At the ISG on CBMs hosted by Beijing that November, Chinese officials circulated a SPC Concept Paper that called upon participants to “open new channels of dialogue and exchanges to further increase mutual trust and understanding among defense officials.”241 The paper revealed that China was more willing to discuss various security issues it had previously been hesitant in approaching, such as defense modernization and military strategies and doctrines.242 As Yong DENG and Thomas Moore put it, this initiative would have been “unthinkable” only a few years earlier, due to China’s “victim complex” and “rigid notion of sovereignty.”243

The papers that China has presented to ARF participants since 2001 also highlight China’s increasing activism. China has only presented two Position Papers to the ARF,244 and both came in 2002, approximately a year after September 11. Since 2004, it has consistently contributed to the ARF’s Annual Security Outlook, a compilation of voluntary, non-edited reports by participating states on their individual states’ security outlook for that year.245 Pressed by countries such as the U.S., Japan and ASEAN, China has also slightly increased its military transparency. Though still far short of Western standards, China’s defense white papers have gradually provided more information on PLA doctrine and strategy. Given China’s averseness to military transparency, this progression should not be discounted.246

242. Ibid. See also David Shambaugh, p. 87-88.
244. Interview with Chinese MOFA official, March 2006.
246. China remains deeply suspicious of the idea of increasing the transparency of its military and defense strategies. According to Chinese analysts, while U.S. preponderance allows Washington to use transparency as a form of military deterrence, weaker countries like China would only display their weaknesses and increase their vulnerability. As Xia Liping argues, “China cannot have as much military transparency as that of
### Table 3.1: CBMs, ISGs and ISMs Chaired and/or Hosted by China and Papers Presented at ARF Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>CBM/ISG/ISM</th>
<th>Papers Presented at ARF meetings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Co-chaired the ISG on CBMs with the Philippines in Beijing</td>
<td>White Paper on China’s National Defense in 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Hosted the Military Medicine Symposium on Tropical Hygiene and Prevention and Treatment of Tropical Infectious Diseases in Beijing</td>
<td>China’s contribution to the ARF’s 2000 Annual Security Outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Hosted the ARF Professional Training Program on China’s Security Policy in Beijing</td>
<td>China’s contribution to the ARF’s 2001 Annual Security Outlook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2000 | Hosted the 4th ARF Meeting of Heads of Defense College, Universities and Institutions in Beijing  
Hosted the ARF Seminar on Defense Conversion Cooperation in Beijing | China’s Position Paper on Enhanced Cooperation in the Field of Non-Traditional Security Issues  
China’s Position Paper on the New Security Concept  
White Paper on China’s National Defense in 2002                                              |
| 2001 |                                                                                                                                   |                                                                                                 |
| 2002 | Hosted ARF Seminar on the Outsourcing of Military Logistics Support in Beijing                                               |                                                                                                 |
| 2003 | Proposed the establishment of an ARF Regional Maritime Information Center  
Co-hosted the ISG on CBMs with Myanmar in Beijing                                                                               |                                                                                                 |
| 2004 | Hosted the 1st ARF Workshop on Alternative Development in Kunming  
China contributed to the ARF’s 2004 Annual Security Outlook                                        |


V. Explaining China’s Tighter Embrace of Security Multilateralism

Hedging Against Potential U.S.-led Encirclement

The entry of an administration perceived as taking a harsher position toward Beijing in 2001 strengthened the imperative of forwarding a multilateral approach to security. When the Bush administration took office, Chinese analysts noted with concern that the new leadership showed strong indications of “containing” China: “If the Clinton administration can be said to have had intentions of hedging against and containing China, then the Bush administration can be said to have adopted even more concrete measures to hedge against and contain China.” 248 Bilateral tensions rose in April 2001 after a U.S. EP-3 surveillance plane collided with a Chinese F-8 jet fighter over the SCS. 249 Analysts argued that “the new leadership has increased its attempts to ‘Westernize,’ ‘fragment’ and contain China.” 250 At the same time however, Chinese analysts affirmed again that the U.S. would continue to be the lone superpower for a long time. By supporting multilateral mechanisms, China could set
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itself apart from Bush’s unilateralism, thereby checking US power and extending Beijing’s voice and influence in the region.  

September 11 accelerated China’s regional multilateral efforts because it offered Beijing the opportunity to improve its relations with the U.S. While Beijing’s own interest in combating terrorism—China struggles with separatist Muslim elements in Xinjiang and has experienced terrorist attacks in Beijing and Xinjiang—largely explains China’s strategic decision to cooperate with the U.S. in the war on terror, it does not directly explain why China should increase its activity in the ARF, a discussion forum that has no power to establish counter-terrorism policies. Rather, backing ARF activities on counter-terrorism would complement the broader Chinese effort to cooperate with the U.S. and improve relations in the process. Writing in the immediate aftermath, WANG Yizhou recommends that China should support the U.S. in its fight against terrorism because doing so “will help improve U.S.-China relations, be useful for China’s stability and development, and build a more positive image of China on the international stage.” At a conference organized by IAPS in December 2001, Chinese analysts agreed that China should seize the opportunity to improve relations with the U.S. while its strategic focus had shifted away from China.


253. The selectivity of China’s multilateral cooperation—China cooperates largely when it is in its interest to do so, or when cooperation is at a relatively low cost to sovereignty—is highlighted by the fact that while Beijing strongly supports SCO and ARF counter-terrorism activities and discussions, it does not support the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), an international coalition of states created by the U.S. to stop shipments of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and their delivery systems. China is worried that PSI activities will be aimed at containing North Korea, which could escalate into regime collapse and instability along China’s borders. In contrast, support for the SCO and ARF is in China’s own interest and at relatively low-cost. China has an interest in limiting destabilizing terrorist activities along its border with Central Asian countries, and China can easily support ARF activities at a relatively low-cost since the ARF does not have the power to interfere in a state’s internal affairs.

to Central and South Asia. YUAN Jian expresses China’s support for the U.S. war on terror at the June 2002 Asia-Pacific Roundtable meeting:

Given the transnational nature of these new problems, their resolution and containment would rely heavily on multilateral approaches. . . China’s foreign policy attaches great importance to the promotion of regional cooperation in combating various forms of non-traditional security threat, and in demolishing their breeding grounds.

Although September 11 has offered a chance to improve relations with the U.S. and tackle domestic separatist issues, it has also brought challenges to China’s long-term security. Chinese analysts warn that the war against terrorism has allowed the U.S. to enhance its global leadership and forge a string of military relations around China’s periphery. They agree that though Washington’s spotlight is no longer on China, “in the long run the U.S. is still going to treat China as a ‘potential adversary.’” China thus cannot afford to take the upswing in Sino-American relations for granted. XIA Liping warns: “In America’s regional security strategy, there are aspects that seek to cooperate with China, but there are also aspects that seek to hedge against and contain China. . . the U.S. has seized the opportunity provided by the war against terrorism to support Japan’s overseas naval dispatch, strengthen its military relations with India and Vietnam, and insert its armed forces into Central


and South Asia. An analysis of China’s regional security environment released in 2003 argues that China is being gradually encircled by the U.S. through U.S. deployments in Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific Ocean, increased cooperation between the U.S., India, Pakistan and Mongolia, and strengthened U.S. bilateral alliances in East Asia.\textsuperscript{260}

Even if Chinese analysts do not perceive U.S. penetration into areas around China as directly targeted at their country, they argue that the penetration itself poses a threat to China’s security interests. In a nuanced analysis of the impact the U.S.-Japan security alliance has on East Asia, YU Tiejun highlights the operation of the security dilemma, suggesting that Chinese leaders will be nervous about the strengthening of U.S. military relations around its borders, regardless of Washington’s intent for doing so:

Military alliances are fundamentally a type of exclusive security mechanism, for members of the alliance, their sense of security will increase when the alliance strengthens, but for states outside the alliance, their sense of insecurity will undoubtedly increase. \dots Even when the U.S. and Japan send their representatives to China during the process of reviewing their alliance to clarify issues with Beijing, and remain vigilant about maintaining transparency, China is still very sensitive and worried about such developments, because of objective security problems in the region—such as the Taiwan problem, the Spratly dispute, and regional Theater Missile Defense development.\textsuperscript{261}

Like the mid-1990s, China responded to its fear of potential U.S. encirclement after September 11 by promulgating a form of multilateral security cooperation that cautions against alliance-building. In May 2002, China released a Position Paper on non-traditional security issues emphasizing that in regional cooperation “it is important to observe the principle of mutual respect for sover-

\textsuperscript{261} YU Tiejun, “Dongya de Junshi Tongmeng,” [East Asia’s Military Alliances], in YAN Xuetong and JIN Dexiang, chief eds., p. 360.
eighty and non-interference in each other’s internal affairs.”262 At the ninth ARF Meeting in July 2002, China pushed for a more concrete version of the NSC mentioned in the 1998 White Paper by presenting a Position Paper focused solely on the NSC.263 The Position Paper again emphasizes that the NSC is an approach to security that “discard[s] the mentality of cold war and power politics” and “focuses on enhancing trust through dialogue and promoting security through cooperation.”264 Chinese Foreign Minister TANG Jiaxuan noted that September 11 highlighted the importance of multilateral security cooperation, but suggested that this cooperation should be centered on China’s NSC.265 Chinese analysts presented the NSC as a fairer way of conducting international relations by contrasting the NSC to U.S. unilateralism. In her comments on the NSC, Chinese MOFA spokeswoman ZHANG Qiyue charged that “some countries”—read the U.S.—were “focusing only on their security interests and the new concept would instead give play to everyone’s concerns. . . We shouldn’t try to achieve absolute security for oneself and threaten other parties’ security.”266 SUN Xiaoling argues that the “hegemonic stability theory” driving U.S. foreign policy has led to destabilizing revisionism in the Middle East, exemplified by the Iraq War; whereas China’s NSC promises an equal platform for all countries big and small to promote trust and enhance their security.267 That the height of China’s “effort to shape the conceptual underpinnings of a regional security mechanism” should come in 1997 and again in 2002—periods in which the U.S. seemed to be increasing its influence in the region—


underscores the centrality of America’s East Asia policy to Chinese strategic thinking on regional multilateralism.

**The Shangri-La Dialogue and the SPC: China’s Attempt to Extrude the U.S. from Asia?**

A number of non-PRC analysts argue that China’s expanding activism in the ARF is motivated by a desire to extrude the U.S. from Asia and eventually establish itself as the leader of East Asia. The evidence they often cite for this argument is China’s cold-shouldering of the Shangri-La Dialogue and its proposal to set up a Security Policy Conference (SPC) under the aegis of the ARF. The Shangri-La Dialogue is an annual security conference organized by the London-based think tank, the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), hosted and co-sponsored by the Singapore government, and well-attended by senior Western defense officials such as U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. China sent a relatively low-level delegation to the first two forums in 2002 and 2003, and none in 2004. Michael Vatikiotis argues that Beijing pays so little attention to the Shangri-la Dialogue because it is annoyed that Western leaders—particularly the U.S. and Britain—are leading a regional security forum.\(^{268}\) Hence it proposed the SPC—a forum under the ARF and hence led by ASEAN states—in the hopes that it will balance the Shangri-La Dialogue.\(^{269}\) In doing so, Vatikiotis argues, China desires to “marginalize and eventually exclude the U.S. from regional security discussions.”\(^{270}\) Similarly, Dana Dillon and John Tkacik attribute revisionist dissatisfaction to Chinese leaders: “[China] stopped attending the Shangri-La Dialogue in 2004, apparently because it believed Asian countries, not Western countries, should lead regional-security mechanisms.”\(^{271}\) They fur-


\(^{269}\) Ibid.

\(^{270}\) Ibid., p. 28.

ther argue that the SPC is "an attempt by Beijing to gain control of the ARF" and is "another instrument of Chinese hegemony."272

Available evidence certainly lines up with the argument that China is not comfortable with the idea of Western countries leading a regional security forum. The inaugural Shangri-La Dialogue in 2002 received much praise from its participants because it "wasn't simply a polite discussion."273 Participants were able to exchange views frankly without being under pressure to come up with joint statements.274 This led to comparisons with the ARF, which was criticized for being "too restrictive for members to take a pro-active approach towards threats facing the region."275 Chinese analysts noted such comparisons with some worry because they did not want the Shangri-La Dialogue to usurp the ARF's role as the main regional security forum, whose ASEAN-led diplomatic style China had grown comfortable with.276 China's SPC proposal was thus arguably a response to the Shangri-La Dialogue. Before this proposal, the Shangri-La Dialogue was the only forum that allowed Asia's defense ministers and key counterparts from outside the region to interact; ARF meetings primarily consisted of foreign ministers.277 In explaining China's initiative to the ARF, China's Foreign Minister LI Zhaoxing stated that China wanted "increased participation by defense officials under the ARF umbrella."278

However China's attitude towards the Shangri-La Dialogue and the SPC is more complicated than that presented by Vatikiotis, Dillion and Tkacik. There are several reasons explaining China's behavior. First, the PLA, the government arm from which representatives are expected to be sent, does not send its defense officials because there are very few, if any, senior officials fluent enough in English to feel adequate in engaging in open, rapid debate at a
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highly-profiled international conference.\textsuperscript{279} China’s MOFA on the other hand, has diplomats trained in the language and skills to do so. Second, IISS had invited Taiwanese officials to attend the inaugural forum.\textsuperscript{280} In 2002, Taiwan sent a delegation led by Antonio CHIANG, the Deputy Secretary-General of Taiwan’s National Security Council (NSC), as well as numerous Taiwanese security specialists.\textsuperscript{281} This infuriated the Chinese leadership, because they consider the presence of Taiwanese representatives as a symbol of Taiwanese sovereignty. Adding insult to injury, IISS had not consulted China about the invitation.\textsuperscript{282} Given China’s long-standing insistence that all countries should recognize that Taiwan belongs to the PRC, and given that China has a consistent record of insisting upon Taiwan’s exclusion from multilateral forums,\textsuperscript{283} its decision to snub the Shangri-La Dialogue becomes more of an issue based on an anti-Taiwanese independence principle rather than a revisionist desire to undermine the U.S.

The pattern of Chinese representation in the Shangri-La Dialogue also cautions against assuming that Beijing’s lukewarm response toward the forum is indicative of an intention to undermine the U.S. If Beijing does have the intention to do so, one would expect it to consistently send low-ranking officials or boycott the forum. However one finds that China became more receptive to the forum when Taiwan stopped attending it. In 2002, as a sign of protest against Taiwan’s presence, China sent a relatively low-ranking

\textsuperscript{279} Interview with Chinese analyst. Conversation with Thomas Christensen, May 2006. See also GOH Sui Noi, “Why Beijing Lies Low at Regional Security Forums,” \textit{The Straits Times (Singapore)}, June 8, 2006.

\textsuperscript{280} Interviews with Chinese analysts, January 2006. Interviews with Southeast Asian analysts and MOFA officials, January 2006.

\textsuperscript{281} He was also reported to hold talks with Peter Brookes, the U.S. deputy assistant secretary of defense for Asian and Pacific affairs during the trip. See Jay CHEN and Victor LAI, “Taipei Officials Attend Security Conference in Singapore,” \textit{Central News Agency (Taiwan)}, May 31, 2002; Ralph Cossa, p. 6. Taiwan’s NSC is supposed to be the highest advisory body on defense, security, and foreign policy matters, similar to the NSC in the U.S. Organizationally, it is in the Presidential Office. Sending Antonio CHIANG then would be like sending the U.S. Deputy National Security Advisor, someone with a direct line to Taiwan’s President. I am grateful to Ian CHONG for explaining how Taiwan’s defense bodies compare with that of the U.S.

\textsuperscript{282} IISS receives funds from Taiwanese groups, causing China to show greater sensitivity to indications that it supports Taiwanese independence. Interview with Southeast Asian analyst, January 2006.

\textsuperscript{283} For example, China delayed its entry into CSCAP because it was negotiating with CSCAP members about the role Taiwan would play in the organization. It has also lobbied hard to exclude Taiwan from the World Health Organization.
delegation led by Major-General ZHAN Maohai, the director-general of the Foreign Affairs Bureau of China’s Ministry of Defense.\footnote{284} In 2003, China further downgraded its delegation and in 2004, it did not send any representatives. However after Taiwan stopped sending official representatives to the forum in 2004, China showed increasing signs of interest. In 2005, China selected CUI Tiankai—Director-General of the Asia Department of MOFA, a position slightly more senior than Zhan’s—to lead the Chinese delegation and “test the waters.”\footnote{285} Cui’s sound performance at the conference raised expectations that China would send a higher-ranking representative and delegation to the June 2006 forum.\footnote{286}

Unfortunately, China downgraded its 2006 delegation by sending TANG Qingsheng, deputy director of the Foreign Ministry’s Asia bureau, despite the continued absence of Taiwanese officials from the forum. This however, is less explained by a desire to snub forums in which the U.S. and its allies play a significant role, than by China’s frustration that the previous conference had been, from its point of view, used as a platform to question, even criticize, China’s military spending in the presence of defense ministers and military specialists from across Asia and the Pacific Rim.\footnote{287} At the 2005 conference, Rumsfeld caused a stir when he bluntly asked why China continues to enlarge its arms purchases since “no nation threatens China.”\footnote{288} As this chapter explained earlier, China is highly sensitive to public criticism that may impinge upon the way it conducts state affairs.

Vatikiotis, Dillion and Tkacik’s arguments also cut against the general pattern of Chinese participation in regional multilateral forums. Since the mid-1990s, China has sent representatives to virtu-
ally every single multilateral discussion in the region.289 It is hardly in China’s interest to boycott any security forum; in fact, in Beijing’s eyes, the more the forum is being driven by Western countries, the more imperative it is for China to participate to ensure that the forum does not become an instrument for the U.S. to contain it in its absence.290 One Chinese analyst explains: “Chinese diplomacy is more subtle. We have worked very hard to learn how to ‘play the game,’ and it is not in our interest in jeopardizing our cause by snubbing a regional forum.”291 Taiwan’s presence however, is sensitive enough to provoke a response from Beijing that deviates from the norm. As Thomas Christensen puts it, the Taiwan issue often elicits non-rational responses from the Chinese government because it is wrapped up in China’s century of humiliation as well as modern-day Chinese nationalism.292 In addition, if the argument that China wants to extrude the U.S. is correct, it makes little sense for China to strengthen security dialogue within the ARF, which involves the U.S. and other close U.S. allies such as Australia, Canada, the EU and New Zealand. One should find China advocating a high-level security mechanism in forums that exclude Western countries, such as the APT, to vie with the Shangri-La Dialogue. Yet China not only chose to propose the SPC within the ARF framework, it also pitched the SPC at a lower level than that of the Shangri-La Dialogue—the vice-ministerial level of defense ministries.293 China is less concerned about its defense officials’ language abilities within the SPC, because as a confidence-building mechanism of a Foreign Ministry-led forum, it is hardly covered by international media. China also has little interest in picking specific multilateral forums to engage in. According to one Chinese analyst, the final shape of the regional architecture remains undetermined, so “China has to play all the games, because China does not know which one will dominate in future.”294

There is little evidence to show that China’s embrace of multilateralism is a strategy aimed at pushing the U.S. out of the region

289. Interview with Southeast Asian MOFA official, June 2005.
290. Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006. This strategy of blocking any regional developments that may harm Chinese interest was also central to China’s decision to enter the ARF.
291. Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006.
293. In the 2004 SPC hosted by Beijing, China was represented by XIONG Guangkai, Deputy Chief of General Staff of the PLA.
294. Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006.
and establishing Chinese hegemony. China’s drive to improve relations with its neighbors does not include attempts to construct an anti-American alliance, nor break up U.S. alliances. There are several reasons why China neither wants to remove the U.S. from the region nor assert regional dominance. First, Chinese elites are fully aware that they benefit from U.S. preponderance. As PANG Zhongying points out, “objectively, the United States has provided China with some degree of security arising from its ‘hegemonic order.’ China may not like it, but we cannot get away from it, because of the stability it engenders in our regional neighborhood.”

In a similar vein, WANG Yizhou argues: “though the U.S.-led international system is unreasonable and unfair, China cannot ignore the fact that it ‘free rides’ on certain benefits because of the U.S.”

Second, Beijing is fully aware that regional actors do not want the U.S. to leave the region—any attempt will only exacerbate the “China threat theory.” Beijing is trying hard to thwart. JIN Xide and SUN Cheng articulate the region’s perception of the U.S. as “the least mistrusted actor” when they explain that most countries in Northeast and Southeast Asia support the U.S. as a “balancer” in the region, largely to prevent destabilizing Sino-Japanese competition for leadership. Zhang and Tang also bluntly write that China’s neighbors still nurse deep suspicions of Beijing’s intentions, and any attempt to forge an anti-American alliance will only backfire: “With so many countries bordering China, China’s leaders

295. China does seem to be internally balancing against U.S. military power by mobilizing economic, technological and human resources to increase its military capabilities. However what China is concerned about, at least in the immediate to medium term, is U.S. involvement in the Taiwan issue, not so much U.S. presence in the region per se.

296. Interview with Chinese analysts and MOFA officials, January 2006.


clearly understand that no matter how strong China is, an aggressive strategy is definitely not in China's interest, because that will lead to China's neighbors forming a counterbalancing alliance with a distant great power (most probably the U.S.) against China. Third, China is fully aware that U.S. power so far exceeds that of others, that neither Beijing, nor any international coalition, is anywhere near peer competitor status to challenge U.S. supremacy. As SHI Yinhong puts it, "there will be for a very long-term no possibility to form and maintain an international united front consolidated enough, strong enough, effective enough and permanent enough to balance against [U.S.] preponderance." Fourth, Beijing needs to concentrate on its own economic development and has no desire to undertake regional responsibilities that may take resources away from its domestic agenda.

As this chapter has tried to show, the sudden surges in China's interest in multilateral cooperation seem catalyzed by perceived U.S. encirclement, and driven by a desire to undercut U.S. ability to do so. Put differently, China's embrace of multilateralism is a strategy of hedging against a potentially serious downturn in Sino-American relations in the future. As Zhang and Tang explain:

Recognizing the presence of the security dilemma and the ups and downs in the Sino-American relationship, China is executing a strategy of maintaining good neighborly relations and a stable regional environment to hedge against [diyu] the potential for Sino-American relations to deteriorate in future. . . If China implements a moderate approach, the majority of regional countries will not adopt a

301. Interview with Chinese analyst in Beijing, January 2006. See also Yong DENG and Thomas Moore, p. 129.
hard containment policy, and China will be able to enjoy a friendly regional security environment. For this reason, China has tirelessly worked hard to improve relations with its neighbors.\textsuperscript{304}

\textit{Is Socialization an Alternative Explanation?}

Constructivists argue that the rational calculation approach offered above is not contradicted by one that highlights the role of socialization in explaining China's regional multilateral diplomacy. Because socialization is a process requiring time to take effect, it is worthwhile to ask again, from the vantage point of 2006, whether "social learning" provides a better alternative than that offered above in explaining China's behavior. Alice Ba for example, stresses that China's continued interest in regional multilateralism cannot sufficiently be explained by a desire to limit U.S. power in East Asia.\textsuperscript{305} Although one might say that instrumental pragmatism born of necessity was driving China's multilateral policy in the mid-1990s, she argues that it does not make much sense for China to continue this policy "at a time when its situation is much improved."\textsuperscript{306} Rather, the process of interacting with ASEAN has caused China to change its "understanding of interests, relations and reasons for engagement."\textsuperscript{307} This transformative "social learning" explains why China has continued with its multilateral diplomacy.

Because Beijing's NSC dovetails nicely with ASEAN's own normative approaches to cooperative security, it is tempting to attribute the changes in China's regional policy to ASEAN's engagement of China. There are two problems with Ba's analysis. First, her premise that China's security situation has improved in recent years is not relevant to China's strategic calculations; what matters is how Chinese analysts perceive their security situation. As this chapter has tried to show, Chinese analysts remain highly watchful of changes in China's security environment, believing that as China increases its comprehensive national power, the U.S. will "try to either contain or mould [\textit{suzao}] China's rise."\textsuperscript{308} As HU Jintao pri-
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  \item \textsuperscript{304} ZHANG Yunling and TANG Shiping (2004), p. 9.
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vately remarked during an assessment of China's continued relative weakness vis-à-vis the U.S.:

The U.S. has strengthened its military deployments in the Asia-Pacific region, strengthened the US-Japan military alliance, strengthened strategic cooperation with India, improved relations with Vietnam, inveigled Pakistan, established a pro-American government in Afghanistan, increased arms sales to Taiwan, and so on. They have extended outposts and placed pressure points on us from the east, south, and west. This makes a great change in our geopolitical environment.\textsuperscript{309}

While a number of analysts appraise China's security environment more positively,\textsuperscript{310} this sanguinity is less a result of decreased nervousness about U.S. power than an increase in, as ZHANG Yunling puts it, "China's confidence in its ability to shape its regional environment."\textsuperscript{311} In this view, China's perception of its strategic vulnerability has remained relatively constant, but its confidence in its ability to make the most out of its situation using multilateral and "good neighborly" instruments has risen. Hence China's continued embrace of multilateralism is rational and does not, as Alice Ba argues, cut against "conventional wisdom."

The second problem with the constructivists' argument is as follows: available evidence shows that the "learning" that has occurred has been less about China absorbing ASEAN's teachings, but more about China actively seeking how to "play the regional diplomatic game" ever since it realized in the mid-1990s that bilateralism alone is not sufficient in hedging against a U.S.-led encirclement campaign. Since the mid-1990s, China has sent its officials on


\textsuperscript{311} ZHANG Yunling (2005).
numerous training programs both at home and overseas to learn the diplomatic language of regional multilateralism.\textsuperscript{312} As TAKAHARA Akio notes, up until then, "regional approaches [were] not traditional jargon in China's diplomatic vocabulary."\textsuperscript{313} CUI Tiankai speaks of the concerted effort the Chinese have put into this process: "It was a gradual learning process for us, as we needed to become more familiar with how these organizations worked and to learn how to play the game."\textsuperscript{314} Hence to argue that "social learning" from ASEAN explains China's behavior in the ARF and ASEAN-led forums, seems to be giving too much agency to ASEAN and not enough to Beijing.

\textit{Increasing Chinese Confidence}

To the extent that interaction with ASEAN has been successful in ensuring that China returns to the multilateral table, it seems to be working in terms of providing positive feedback and affirmation to Beijing that multilateral diplomacy is producing dividends.\textsuperscript{315} This has increased China's confidence that the promotion of multilateralism is consistent with its national interest in maintaining regional stability and limiting the operation of the security dilemma. Bolstered by the success of its ASEAN policy, Chinese leaders and scholars have ratcheted up their usage of catch-phrases such as "responsible power", "win-win", "good-neighbor diplomacy", and "peaceful rise."\textsuperscript{316} The successes in China's regional policy have ar-
guably provided China’s foreign ministry—the institution that tends to be more liberal—with more authority over specific foreign policy issues compared to the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{317} According to ZHANG Yunling, China’s regional strategy used to be directed by a sense of fear, but “the process of engaging regional forums has greatly increased China’s confidence in its ability to construct a regional environment suited to its interests. China is now confident that it can mould its environment.”\textsuperscript{318} Indeed all the participants at the 2005 Chinese forum, “Multilateralism and Chinese Diplomacy,”—including numerous analysts known to be skeptics of liberal institutional theory—came to the conclusion that multilateralism is in China’s national interests; the question for them was how the efficacy of such mechanisms could be increased.\textsuperscript{319} The writings of a number of Chinese analysts reflect this self-assuredness in the pragmatism of China’s current regional strategy. NIU Jun and LAN Jianxue for example, assert: “As China’s relations with its neighbors become closer, as multilateral security structures in the region develop, and as Sino-American relations become more stable, the traditional bilateral security architecture’s ability to hedge against and contain China will gradually weaken.”\textsuperscript{320} Similarly, ZHANG Yunling and TANG Shiping note, “States conduct diplomacy based on their self-images. . . [China] no longer views itself as a country on the edge of collapse, but as a rising power, with limited but increasingly significant capacity in shaping its environment.”\textsuperscript{321}

Although China may not be exhibiting revisionist desires now, the fear that skeptics hold is that China is conforming to regional norms to facilitate its rise; but having risen, it will abandon the fic-
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tion of cooperation. However, thus far there seems to be several indicators within the ARF suggesting that Beijing’s self-assuredness in a rising China that behaves responsibly seems to have a constitutive effect on its policy decisions. Having stressed that participation in international and regional institutions is a marker of China’s status as a responsible major power, Chinese leaders do not want to be perceived as obstructing legitimate policies within multilateral institutions. “Social backpatting” and “social opprobrium” are therefore important incentives/disincentives for China’s cooperation that should not be underestimated.

The importance of social backpatting in shaping China’s policy considerations can be seen in the frequency by which Chinese analysts cite positive appraisals of Beijing’s current regional approach. This concern with maintaining a positive image may have tilted the balance in favor of certain policies which impose limits on autonomy or costs on power, such as preventive diplomacy (PD). Worried that the development of PD will give the ARF the power to interfere in China’s domestic affairs and threaten its national sovereignty, China has consistently been reluctant to allow the ARF to move from the CBM to PD stage.

However the ARF has made progress—albeit painstakingly slow progress—on PD issues. Considering that the ARF works by following the lowest common denominator on an issue, the fact that this institutional adjustment can occur suggests that China has given the nod to the idea of the ARF moving toward the PD stage. In 2005 the ARF decided to establish the ISG on CBMs and PD to

323. Alastair Iain Johnston, “Legitimacy, Foreign Policy and the Sources of Realpolitik,” p. 21. See also Alastair Iain Johnston and Paul Evans, p. 252. For an analysis of how multilateralism highlights China’s rise as a responsible power, see MENG Xiangqiang, p. 27.
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325. For examples, see WEI Hong, “Zhongguo-Dongmeng Hezuo yu Dongya Yitihua,” [China-ASEAN Cooperation and East Asian Integration], Xiandai Guoji Guanxi [Contemporary International Relations], No. 9 (2005), p. 24; LI Qingsi, p. 32.
327. The ARF is committed to establishing a multilateral security system that develops through three stages: beginning with the establishment of CBMs, then moving on to PD before reaching conflict resolution. See “The ASEAN Regional Forum: A Concept Paper,” (1995). Available at http://www.aseansec.org/3826.htm.
replace the present ISG on CBMs.\textsuperscript{328} China also recommended the development of PD in 2005, albeit without relinquishing its insistence on protecting sovereignty and taking a gradualist approach. China’s contribution to the 2005 ASEAN Security Outlook urged:

Confidence-building runs through the whole process of ARF and has all along been a focus of its dialogue and cooperation. \textit{At the same time, however}, ARF should also devote some of its discussions to preventive diplomacy. That is, on the basis of respecting the sovereignty of all countries, to gradually work out ways and means of cooperation in preventive diplomacy that take into consideration both the characteristics and the practical needs of the region.\textsuperscript{329}

The importance of “social opprobrium” in Beijing’s multilateral policy calculations is reflected in its opposition toward having the ARF discuss the South China Sea issue. Even after realizing that the “ASEAN Way” upon which the ARF operated stripped the forum of any power to interfere in regional affairs, China continued to express its aversion to having the SCS issue raised.\textsuperscript{330} As Yuen Foong KHONG points out, though the ARF does not have the mandate to impose material punishments on its participants, it is “in the business of preventing ‘cheating’” by highlighting public inconsistency between word and deed.\textsuperscript{331} China remained uncomfortable with the idea of the ARF mentioning the SCS issue because “it would be damaging to China’s credibility to verbally agree something in the ARF context and then be seen as doing another on the shoals of the South China Sea.”\textsuperscript{332}

\textsuperscript{328} Though no concrete PD mechanisms are in place, the fact that China has allowed the ARF to charge the ISGs on CBMs with PD reflects a concession on China’s part. “Chairman’s Statement of the Twelfth Meeting of the ASEAN Regional Forum,” Vientiane, July 29, 2005. Available at http://www.aseansec.org/17642.htm.


\textsuperscript{330} Prior to the 1999 ARF meeting, China approached the Singapore Chairperson to ask that Singapore keep the SCS issue out of the ARF agenda. Interview with Southeast Asian MOFA official, March 2006.
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VI. Conclusion

China’s behavior in the ARF underscores the point that Chinese elites regard multilateralism as an instrument in their diplomatic toolbox to hedge against what they perceive is a possible U.S. containment strategy in the future. Through their interaction within the ARF, the Chinese have also seen the utility of a selective embrace of certain aspects of security multilateralism, such as non-traditional security concerns that include avian flu and piracy. The next chapter will examine how China is crafting multilateral approaches to shape a region that will be conducive to its rise.
CHAPTER FOUR

THE ASEAN-CHINA FTA AND
THE EAST ASIA SUMMIT

I. ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement

One hypothetical explanation for China's increasing interest in regional cooperation is that China's economy develops and as its integration with the region increases, Beijing will naturally seek regional "win-win" arrangements to facilitate its rise. Following this logic, Chinese analysts often present the ACFTA as a scheme that makes perfect economic sense, given the burgeoning trade between China and ASEAN. ASEAN is currently China's fifth largest trading partner, fifth export destination, and third import source. Table 4.1 highlights the importance of ASEAN-China trade to Beijing:

Table 4.1: China's Top Ten Trading Partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Exports</th>
<th>Imports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>2,173.1</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>2,116.3</td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1,844.4</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>1,367.1</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>1,303.7</td>
<td>ASEAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>1,193.3</td>
<td>ROK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>912.3</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>291.0</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>272.5</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>191.7</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Though a liberal theory of economic interdependence justifies an ACFTA, it does not provide sufficient explanation for Beijing’s strong advocacy of its proposal. First, China accrues minimal benefits in comparison to other FTA alternatives. The ASEAN-China Expert Group on Economic Cooperation reported in 2001 that an ACFTA would increase ASEAN’s real GDP by 0.9 per cent and China’s real GDP by only 0.27 per cent. A China-ASEAN FTA would produce the least economic benefit for China compared to other kinds of regional liberalization, such as APEC, an East Asian FTA or a China-Japan-South Korea FTA. Standard economic analysis also suggests that China would gain most by establishing an FTA with Japan and South Korea that excluded ASEAN. Second, though China markets the ACFTA as a win-win opportunity, it remains unclear whether ASEAN will be a true beneficiary of the arrangement. According to Wong and Chan, the two economies have a relatively low level of trade interdependence, so even as bilateral trade grows, the ACFTA is unlikely to reduce the competitive elements in China-ASEAN relations. They predict that as China rapidly industrializes, its trade expansion will displace ASEAN exports in developed markets such as the U.S. and Japan.

**Shaping the Regional Environment**

A more compelling explanation for China’s ACFTA initiative is that China is using multilateral cooperation to reassure its neighbors and ensure that they have a stake in China’s stability. In doing so, China hopes that its neighbors will be tempted against forming

---


an anti-China coalition with the U.S. This argument is not meant to dispel that which argues for economic complementarily between China and ASEAN. It is indeed true that China sees a great deal of economic complementarities with Southeast Asia, particularly in terms of energy and raw materials. As the assembly center of East Asia, China obtains most of the raw material necessary for the manufactures it sends to top export markets such as the U.S. and Japan from Southeast Asia. However China was primarily motivated by political—not economic—considerations when it proposed the formation of an ACFTA.341

Beijing is well aware that particularly since its accession to the WTO in 2001, ASEAN has increasingly viewed China as an economic threat and blamed its economic woes on Beijing’s economic growth.342 In addition, Beijing is worried that “international forces”—read the U.S.—will play up ASEAN’s woes as further evidence of the “China threat” and seize the opportunity to strengthen relations along China’s periphery.343 Instead of trying to reassure ASEAN countries by telling them that their worries are unfounded, Chinese scholars are openly acknowledging the challenges ASEAN will face as China’s market grows.344

---

341. Every Southeast Asian official and scholar I interviewed (18 in total) agreed that China’s proposal of the ACFTA was primarily motivated by political reasons rather than economic ones. August 2005 and January 2005.

342. Where FDI is concerned, China is attracting massive inflows, whereas ASEAN’s inflows remain relatively stagnant. In the early 1990s, China received 18 per cent of the investment going to Asian developing countries and ASEAN received 61 per cent, but by the decade’s end these proportions had reversed. For figures, see Lyall Breckon, “China-Southeast Asia Relations: A Lull, and Some Complaints,” in Pacific Forum, CSIS, Comparative Connections, Vol. 6, No. 1 (April 2004), p. 69. Available at http://www.csis.org/media/csis/pubs/0401q.pdf. However FDI inflows are not zero-sum: an increase in FDI inflows to China—particularly FDI for manufactured goods—can increase Chinese imports from ASEAN because Southeast Asia provides much of the energy and raw material for these goods. Interview with Kenneth Lieberthal, March 2006. Even so, what matters in China-ASEAN relations is ASEAN’s perception that China is taking away FDI that would otherwise go to Southeast Asia, and China’s perception that ASEAN worries about this trend.


Yunling for example, frankly admit that a number of Southeast Asian officials worry that China’s cheaper products squeeze out those of ASEAN’s from American and Japanese markets, and that much of the foreign direct investment that China is receiving would have gone to ASEAN.345

Apart from openly acknowledging the regional disruptions that its development is causing, Beijing is taking concrete measures like the ACFTA to reassure ASEAN that China’s economic development brings benefits to all. To the surprise of his counterparts at the ASEAN-China Summit in November 2000, Chinese Premier ZHU Rongji proposed the creation of a free trade area between China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations within ten years.346 This was later signed in November 2002 during the ASEAN-China summit in Phnom Penh, creating the largest free trade area in the world with a regional gross domestic product of US $2 trillion.347

Revealing its new sensitivity to ASEAN’s persistent uneasiness over Chinese intentions and competitiveness, China accommodated their concerns by offering a number of “sweeteners”: an “early harvest” provision that gives ASEAN a quick reduction of tariffs on a number of goods, including partial liberalization of its agricultural sector (0% by 2005).348 And befitting its rise as an economic power, China’s most significant concessions went to ASEAN’s poorest members, the CLMV (Cambodia Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam) states offering them Most Favored Nation (MFN) status as well as “special and differential treatment and flexibility in implementation.”349

Chinese elites are also trying to dispel the idea that the FDI China is attracting away from ASEAN will necessarily be to the detriment of its neighbors’ economies. They argue that as China’s economy develops, Beijing will increase its FDI to ASEAN to make up for the loss. According to ZHANG Yunling, ASEAN will be the first place that Chinese companies will go to make their investments.350 At the 2003 APT summit in Bali, Premier WEN Jiabao also promised that Beijing will actively direct Chinese FDI

346. Robert Sutter, p. 182. ASEAN states were “shocked” to receive China’s proposal and unsure of how to react. See “China’s Free Trade Proposal Shocked ASEAN,” Agence France-Presse, March 15, 2002.
348. Ba, p. 641.
349. Ibid.
toward ASEAN, declaring that FDI flows to ASEAN were already growing at an annual rate of 20 per cent, and as much as 40 per cent in some countries.\textsuperscript{351}

These measures are designed to present China as a responsible power that will not undermine its neighbors’ interests. Chinese analysts often emphasize the benevolent nature of the concessions that China has made for its smaller neighbors. As WEI Hong asserts, “In order to eliminate ASEAN states’ anxieties, China emphasized equal, pragmatic, and mutually beneficial principles during negotiations over the ACFTA. By giving way and sacrificing, China managed to show its great power status.”\textsuperscript{352}

Chinese analysts would like to argue that China’s cooperativeness is a result of its position as a responsible, benevolent great power. However the extent to which these steps are wholly altruistic is questionable. There is some evidence that China is capable of using ASEAN’s dependence on Chinese markets as political leverage when the need arises. According to a well-placed Southeast Asian MOFA official, when Japan made its bid to enter the U.N. Security Council in 2005, China warned Southeast Asian countries that they should abstain from supporting Japan by “reminding them of China’s magnificent market and how much they potentially stand to lose were they to offend China.”\textsuperscript{353} China’s message was extremely clear in its subtlety: “The Chinese know that they don’t need to belabor the point that they have power, they don’t need to do any fist-clenching or chest-pounding. They know that others will have to adjust to the political reality of a 900-pound gorilla breathing next to you.”\textsuperscript{354}

In fact, there is also some evidence that mere interaction with China is causing ASEAN to take China’s interest into account \textit{without} any effort on the part of Beijing. According to another well-placed Southeast Asian MOFA official, a number of states in Southeast Asia—not merely the CLMV states which, for geographical and historical reasons, pay close attention to Beijing—are “beginning to define their interests in terms of what Chinese interests are.”\textsuperscript{355} One finds that Beijing often knows of ASEAN’s internal decisions even before ASEAN itself has come to a consensus, be-

\textsuperscript{352} WEI Hong, p. 23-4.
\textsuperscript{353} Interview with Southeast Asian MOFA official, March 2006.
\textsuperscript{354} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{355} Interview with Southeast Asian MOFA official, January 2006.
cause a number of ASEAN states report the likely outcomes of meetings to Beijing. 356

By encouraging integration between Chinese and Southeast Asian markets, China is increasing the likelihood that ASEAN states will take China's interests into account without Beijing having to resort to coercive military gestures. 357 This "economic statecraft"—the art of utilizing economic tools such as resources and capital to advance a state's interests through policies that are less coercive than military power—increases the stakes that ASEAN has in Beijing's continued development, and ensures that China's southern flank will be reluctant, if not adverse, to the idea of bandwagoning with the U.S. and its allies against Beijing. 358 As Singapore Prime Minister GOH Chok Tong states in his observation that China intends to use economic diplomacy to build multilateral frameworks benign to its national interests: "China realizes that it is a huge elephant, and even if it treads softly, it can still shake the ground." 359

Beijing's ability to assert influence over ASEAN states without much effort suggests that the persuasion that constructivists raise as a microprocess of socializing China through interactions within the ARF and with ASEAN states needs to be reviewed. As Checkel notes, models which theorize social interaction often do so in a unidirectional way: they allow for preference change at the "receiving end"—the persuader (China)—but do not explicitly consider the reverse process, whereby the persuader's (ASEAN's) own preferences are changed by the interaction process. 360 Although Alice Ba addresses this gap in the theoretical literature by showing how ASEAN has become "more receptive" to China's recent gestures to reassure it of its benign intentions, 361 this observation is different from the above, which shows that a few ASEAN states are not only changing their perceptions of China, they are reshaping their inter-

356. Ibid.
357. Albert Hirschman examined how a government can use foreign trade and investment as tools to expand a nation's power. See Albert O. Hirschman, National Power and the Structure of Foreign Trade (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980).
II. East Asia Summit

China's negotiating behavior in the lead-up to the inaugural December 2005 East Asia Summit (EAS) provides an example of how China uses multilateral cooperation to shape a regional environment that maximizes its influence. By selectively throwing its weight behind certain forums—the EAS before Beijing realized that its members would expand beyond that of the APT, and the APT after it realized that the EAS was to include non-APT countries—China has successfully managed to establish that the emphasis on the organizational future of East Asia will rest on the APT.

Among all the ASEAN-led forums in East Asia (excluding the ASEAN-China mechanisms), China is most interested in the APT. As the sole forum that excludes the U.S. and brings together Asian countries only, the APT provides China with a larger voice in determining regional affairs. Chinese analysts agree that such cooperation between East Asian states "can weaken U.S. balancing strategy towards China, and weaken the reliance that China's neighbors have on the U.S." 

362. Interview with Southeast Asian official, January 2006.


364. Interview with Chinese analysts, January 2006.

365. "Dongya Fenghui yu Quyu Zhenhe de Shenhua," [The East Asia Summit and the Deepening Regional Integration], Xiandai Guoji Guanxi [Contemporary International Relations], No. 3 (2005), p. 44.
However, ASEAN leads the APT. Early discussions suggested that the EAS could provide China with a more equal playing field compared to the APT, because the EAS will no longer be ASEAN-led.\textsuperscript{366} Hence when the idea of upgrading the APT process into the EAS was first mooted, China immediately expressed strong interest and even offered to host the second EAS meeting.\textsuperscript{367} ZANG Xiuling highlights China's initial calculations in reworking the APT to form the EAS:

The current APT structure is not conducive to the equal participation of all countries. Hence we should change the APT process to the EAS. Though EAS participants will be the same as those in the APT, the status of these thirteen participants will be more equal. Hosting of the Summit will not be limited to only ASEAN members; all thirteen members can take turns to host it. In this way, all participants will have the opportunity to convene the summit, and enjoy equal participation in the regional cooperation process.\textsuperscript{368}

Exhorting China to "grasp the opportunity" to participate in regional multilateralism as a more equal player, TIAN Zhongqing writes: "Even though there are many useful aspects of the APT, in the long run this forum will have more costs than benefits. It is about time that we set up an East Asian Summit."\textsuperscript{369}

The official Chinese position on participation in the EAS and the region more broadly is that China welcomes an open, inclusive form of regionalism. In a bid to soothe U.S. concerns of East Asia becoming a closed regional bloc a month before the EAS, State Councilor TANG Jiaxuan declared, "Currently, some Western countries have numerous reservations and prejudices towards East Asian economic cooperation. I want to make a very clear statement here: Friends, do not have any reservations or uncertainties. We welcome you to participate in bringing peace and prosperity to East

\textsuperscript{366} Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006.
\textsuperscript{368} ZANG Xiuling is associate professor at Shandong University's Institute of Contemporary Socialism. Zang Xiuling, "Dongya Diqu Zhuyi Jiqi Fazhan Qushi—Yi '10+3' Hezuo Jizhi Wei Shijiao," \textit{[East Asian Regionalism and Development Trends—Viewing from the '10+3' Angle,} \textit{Dangdai Yatai} [Contemporary Asia-Pacific Studies], No. 9 (2004), p. 36.
\textsuperscript{369} TIAN Zhongqing (2004), p. 16.
Asia. The Chinese also specifically declared that they welcome America's participation, and that should the U.S. want to join, "there is no hurdle at all as it only needs to meet the very loose conditions listed by ASEAN." However during the APT discussions on EAS membership, China displayed a clear preference for keeping non-APT countries, particularly the U.S., out of the EAS. According to a Southeast Asian MOFA official, China "did try its hardest to influence ASEAN's position, particularly through proxies like Malaysia and Thailand." The writings of Chinese analysts prior to ASEAN's decision on EAS membership also show that Beijing desired to have the U.S. absent from what it perceived as a legitimate gathering of East Asian states. In a discussion on China's multilateral diplomacy, WANG Jisi strongly asserts, "The U.S. definitely cannot be invited to the EAS. Multilateralism cannot have unlimited openness; there must be some limits to participation." Similarly, SU Hao cautions against expanding the EAS: "China hopes to strengthen the APT, but if the EAS does open itself up, and if countries outside East Asia join, then this regional cooperation will be extremely hard to conduct. Inclusiveness must have its limits." Only after it became clear that the main condition for participation in the Summit was for the state to be a signatory of ASEAN's TAC, did China begin publicly issuing invitations to the U.S. The Chinese are well aware that U.S. participation in the EAS under this condition is far from being "no hurdle at all." Because the core principle of ASEAN's TAC is non-interference in the internal affairs of other signatory states, the U.S. has no interest in acceding to

370. Clarissa Oon, "West is welcome in ASEAN Plus 3: China," The Straits Times (Singapore), November 1, 2005.
372. Interview with Southeast Asian officials and analysts, January 2006.
373. Interview with Southeast Asian official, January 2006.
375. SU Hao is Deputy Director for the East Asian Research Center at the Foreign Affairs University of China, Beijing. SU Hao, "Duobian Zhuyi yu Zhongguo Waijiao," [Multilateralism and Chinese Diplomacy], p. 12.
376. Signing ASEAN's TAC was one of three conditions set by ASEAN. The other two are as follows: the country must have a substantive relationship with ASEAN, and must be ASEAN's dialogue partner.
the agreement. China can well afford to be generous, given that the U.S. had precluded itself from being a participant.

Chinese analysts often highlight Beijing's decision to allow ASEAN to determine the Summit's make-up as an example of how China disavows regional leadership [bu dangtou]. Whether this surrender of leadership to ASEAN reflects benign self-restraint, however, is doubtful. Beijing stopped pressing ASEAN about restricting the membership scope only after it realized that ASEAN states such as Indonesia and Singapore were determined to back Japan in inviting countries such as India, New Zealand, and Australia to the Summit. Once it realized that an enlarged EAS membership was going to dilute its influence, Beijing deftly changed tactics. Essentially, it exerted influence on the discussion by not exerting influence: by surrendering the outcome of the EAS to ASEAN, Beijing signaled that it had lost interest in the EAS. The Chinese calculate that a forum led by ASEAN but lacking full support from Beijing will have little effect on regional affairs. Indeed, Chinese analysts often emphasize that though ASEAN may be "in the driver's seat" of regional multilateral forums, its ability to make a difference is severely limited without China's backing. By acceding leadership to ASEAN, Beijing could present itself as a "good neighbor" as well as assuage regional concerns that it desires to seek regional leadership.

Hence though at first glance it may seem as if the advocates for open regionalism won the day because the EAS was designated an open forum, by the end of the December EAS meeting, China was arguably the top dog. Together with Malaysia, which was a strong advocate of an APT-members-only EAS, China worked assiduously to vest the APT with the main mission of creating an East Asia Community (EAC), relegating the EAS to a non-essential role. Thus China was able to have its cake and eat it: as LU Jianren puts it, China successfully secured the APT as the "main channel [zhu qudao]" for East Asian cooperation, promoted itself

377. The U.S. was not enthusiastic about attending the EAS for a number of other reasons, such as the President's busy schedule and its intention to isolate the Myanmar regime. Personal conversation with Thomas Christensen, February 2006.
378. This was a persistent comment in my interviews with Chinese analysts and MOFA officials in Beijing, January 2006.
379. Interview with Southeast Asian analysts and officials, January and March 2006.
380. See for example, TANG Jianguo, p. 63; WEI Hong, p. 21; YU Yingli, p. 36.
as a strong supporter of regional “openness” and “transparency,” all the while “increasing its influence over regional affairs.”

China’s EAS strategy suggests that Beijing is adopting and adapting ASEAN’s multilateral vocabulary for the purpose of increasing its own leverage in the region. One may therefore be tempted to view China’s diplomacy in zero-sum terms—that is, China is trying to simultaneously increase its influence, undermine that of the U.S., and establish itself as the hegemonic power of East Asia. Though a study of the negotiations over the EAS reveals that China is pursuing the former, there is little evidence to support the latter two. First, China is not trying to evict the U.S. from the region. As one Chinese analyst argues, China engages its neighbors in Asian frameworks such as the APT, but also engages the U.S. in Asia-Pacific forums such as the ARF and APEC. China’s desire to court its neighbors within its own turf is a legitimate one—even the U.S., the world’s superpower, reacts negatively to Beijing’s attempts to forge friendly relations in Latin America, which is perceived as Washington’s backyard. Second, as the previous chapter has argued, Chinese elites know that for the foreseeable future, they do not have the ability to decrease U.S. presence or be a hegemon. What they are trying to do instead is to combine bilateral advances with cooperative multilateral diplomacy to build close neighborly ties that will maximize Chinese influence and options in the region.

384. Interview with Chinese analyst, January 2006.
385. Ibid.
CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

If the argument presented in this paper holds water, the change in China’s attitude towards multilateral cooperation in 1996/1997, and its continued interest in pursuing multilateralism today, has been, and will be, motivated by Beijing’s desire to hedge against potential U.S. pressure. This is not to deny that a more constructivist view of Beijing’s intentions is incorrect, but at this time the extent to which China subscribes itself to multilateralism seems to be tactical and issue-specific. Thus one finds Beijing with a more nuanced understanding of multilateralism that cuts along functional lines: it is most enthused about economic cooperation, because globalization and economic interdependency require Beijing to pursue regional arrangements that will protect China from financial crises, and least enthused about multilateral negotiations on issues that may impinge upon its sovereignty.

That Beijing’s exercise of multilateralism is thus piecemeal, even though the “ASEAN Way” that Iain Johnston so lauds for diffusing norms to Chinese leaders involved in the ARF process is present in all four case studies examined above, casts doubt on the hypothesis that social learning, socialization, or persuasion accounts for changes in China’s attitude toward multilateralism. These arguments can explain increasing Chinese comfortableness, but they do not account for the strategic shift China made in 1996/1997, or for the spurts of Chinese interest that come after changes in regional alliances have occurred.

ASEAN’s role seems to involve providing the social back-patting and opprobrium that signal to Beijing the extent to which its multilateral diplomacy is furthering its goals of improving relations, reassuring neighbors, and forging a positive reputation of self-restraint. China seems to be pursuing this “new diplomacy” because it has been convinced by the positive reactions from its neighbors that multilateralism is a very useful instrument in its diplomatic toolbox.

As the case studies on the ACFTA and the EAS show, there are indications that Beijing’s interest in multilateralism is also being motivated by a desire to not simply hedge against U.S. pressure, but to also shape an environment conducive to its rise. So, for hypothetical purposes, if one were to imagine the U.S. as being out of the picture, Beijing would still be interested in using multilateralism to restrain Tokyo’s power—if not to isolate it.
China's desire to actively use multilateralism to shape the regional environment does not, however, mean that Beijing is trying to extrude Washington from the region. As this article has tried to show, China's realist activism is defensive in nature: there is no evidence, as of now, that Beijing can, or wants to, exclude the U.S. from Asia or establish itself as a hegemon.386

Policy Implications

Several policy implications flow from the analysis offered above. First, perceptions matter. U.S. policy-makers need to try to understand how Beijing perceives changes in U.S. relations with regional actors. Though U.S. policies towards regional actors may not be directed against China, Beijing may well perceive them as being so; or at minimum, interpret them as having the potential to be so in future when U.S.-China relations deteriorate.

Second, if the argument—that China's interest in multilateralism is primarily driven by changes in regional U.S. alliance patterns which Beijing perceives as having the potential to contain China—is accurate, it suggests that (what Beijing perceives to be) tough U.S. policies, such as increasing U.S. military presence in Central Asia, encouraging Japan to take up a greater burden of the security alliance, or ratcheting relations with countries around China's periphery like India, will catalyze Beijing into behaving more responsibly and reassuringly. In other words, when Chinese leaders fret about the possibility of U.S. encirclement, they tend to turn to regional cooperation as a hedge against an anti-China campaign.

Thus Washington can have its cake and eat it: by strengthening relations with East Asian countries, the U.S. will not only spur China into providing public goods to the region, thereby increasing Beijing's stake in maintaining regional stability; it will tighten its alliances and up its military capabilities, thereby providing its own robust hedge against a revisionist China, in the event it develops into one in future. This prescription in essence is a take on the hubs-and-spokes system: enhancing security ties with traditional U.S. allies such as Japan and Australia, as well as with regional states willing to cooperate with the U.S. on security matters.

The problem with hedging strategies is that they may breed deep distrust and turn the idea of a hegemonic, anti-U.S. China into a self-fulfilling prophecy. To decrease the possibility of this happen-

386. The only issue for which China has expressed its intention of coming to blows with the U.S. is over Taiwan—an issue that this paper does not go into.
ing, credible U.S. toughness and deterrence has to be complemented by credible engagement and reassurances.387

Thus a third policy implication would be for the U.S. to encourage China to continue with its efforts to strengthen relations with its neighbors. By acknowledging mutual interests and responsibilities, the U.S. can signal to China that it recognizes Beijing as a power that contributes to regional stability and prosperity. On this score, the U.S. could make public statements along the lines of Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick’s speech in 2005 that welcomed a China that is a “responsible stakeholder” in the international system.388 The Senior Dialogue between Zoellick and his Chinese counterpart, Vice Foreign Minister Dai Bingguo provides a private channel to communicate and implement these aspirations. When it comes to regional forums such as the EAS that do not include the U.S., Washington could signal its interest in a peacefully rising, burden-sharing China by issuing public statements lauding China’s role in enhancing East Asia cooperation. Thus far, the issues over which the U.S. has publicly expressed its approval over Chinese multilateral diplomacy have been confined to those that the U.S. needs Beijing’s support in—such as combating terrorism and addressing the North Korean nuclear impasse. Expressing its support for Chinese diplomacy in forums like the EAS could help dampen the widening Chinese perception that the U.S. wants China to have a larger voice only in international affairs that the U.S. needs help with.

Fourth, the U.S. should not attempt to undermine the relations East and Southeast Asian countries have with China. Not only would such actions jeopardize U.S.-China relations, they would also severely strain U.S. relations with regional actors. ASEAN states for example, do not want to choose between the U.S. and China. Any attempt to force them to do so may well backfire on Washington.

Fifth, the U.S. should encourage China’s participation in multilateral forums, as well as invest—either directly or indirectly—itself more fully in regional security architecture. China presents complex challenges to the U.S. in ways that previous adversaries such as the

387. Thomas Schelling argues convincingly that an effective diplomatic strategy is comprised of credible assurances and deterrence, Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1966).

Soviet Union and Nazi Germany—adversaries of the kind that a containment strategy is designed to tackle—did not. It is a potential future peer competitor, but at the same time it is a strategic partner. This means that addressing the China challenge with bilateral military linkages is inadequate. Enmeshing China in a web of multilateral frameworks could complement the current hubs-and-spokes arrangement. By establishing a myriad of cooperative obligations for Beijing, such frameworks could commit China to the “peaceful rise” path and preclude revisionism. Despite criticisms that ASEAN-led forums are mere talk-shops, regular meetings provide channels of communication that help build mutual trust and confidence, and lend opportunities for cooperation. For such forums to be effective however, U.S. support is critical.

To this end, there are several approaches that the U.S. can take to invest in regional multilateralism. One is to invigorate existing forums such as APEC and the ARF. Though their membership is too broad and their mandates too diffuse to tackle conflicts, these forums can minimize the misperceptions that could slide into one. China has decided that it will put its weight behind the ARF, so if the ARF were able to move toward practical cooperation, such as in the areas of non-traditional security—transnational crime, counter-terrorism, maritime security, disaster relief, and pandemic diseases such as avian flu and SARS—the U.S. would have one standard by which it could measure China’s espoused benign intentions.

A second approach is to gradually institutionalize the North Korea Six-Party Talks into a more permanent, Five-Party one involving the U.S., Japan, South Korea, Russia, and China. Although four rounds of the Six-Party Talks have proved unfruitful in resolving the nuclear conundrum, the dialogue can still be efficacious in providing a direct communication channel for the five countries, creating opportunities to cooperate over shared interests such as energy security. Meetings involving five states are certainly more manageable compared to those of the ARF and APEC.

A third approach is to support the development of forums that do not involve the U.S., such as the APT and the EAS. The worry however, is that these forums could be vehicles for China to assert regional leadership at the expense of the U.S. Encouraging the involvement of U.S. allies such as Japan and Australia however, should balance Chinese power. It should also provide Japan with the opportunity to reconcile itself more fully with its Asian neighbors.
No one forum is perfect; each has its flaws. Given the inadequacies of each mechanism, and the fact that the East Asian security architecture is likely to be a loose patchwork of overlapping arrangements, the idea then is to encourage Chinese participation in each one, with the U.S. maximally involved\(^{389}\) in those for which it qualifies (such as the ARF and the Six-Party Talks), and encouraging U.S. allies' involvement in those for which it does not (such as the APT and EAS).

Finally, policy-makers should note that encouraging China to strengthen its bilateral and multilateral profiles need not threaten U.S. interests in East Asia. A number U.S. analysts baulk at the idea, arguing that doing so would only give China more political leverage and shoot Washington in the foot. This argument however, is narrow. First, it underestimates the extent of relative U.S. power and influence in the region. Regional actors remain wary of Chinese intentions, and recognizing that the U.S. represents the largest outside counterweight to China, they are careful to balance Chinese attentions with American ones. Even as relations with China grew closer after September 11, Southeast Asian nations such as Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines and Thailand took care to strengthen military links with the U.S.

Second, influence in East Asia is not necessarily a zero-sum game. Chinese influence in Asia will continue to increase (assuming that no crisis over the Taiwan Straits, the economy, or political leadership occurs), but that will not stop U.S. influence from increasing, from a position of much greater strength. In fact, one finds that tables can be easily turned: America's East Asia policy has itself been sharpened by the worry that U.S. influence is being supplanted by Beijing in the aftermath of September 11. That is, perceived increase in Beijing's influence has spurred Washington to pay more attention to the region. For example, following criticism that the U.S. has focused too much on terrorism at the expense of bread-and-butter economic issues close to ASEAN hearts, in contrast to China's "charm offensive" in the region, the U.S. has broadened its engagement of ASEAN.\(^{390}\) At the November 2005 APEC,

---

389. With its numerous commitments around the globe, U.S. involvement will certainly have its limits. This paper however, postulates that the U.S. still has the capacity to commit itself more deeply to East Asian forums than at present.

390. The U.S. was perceived as snubbing ASEAN when it sent Deputy Secretary Robert Zoellick instead of Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice to the July 2005 ARF. Zoellick is highly regarded in East Asia due to his experience in FTA and WTO negotiations during his tenure as U.S. Trade Representative. Nevertheless, because impres-
President Bush announced the launch of a “U.S.-ASEAN Enhanced Partnership” that lays the groundwork for a U.S.-ASEAN free trade pact. In March 2006, Rice paid a two-day visit to Indonesia where she affirmed America’s commitment to Southeast Asia and sought to expand America’s “strategic partnership” with Indonesia, with promises of increasing military cooperation. Rice also kept her promise to attend the July 2006 ARF held in Malaysia, despite escalating tensions in the Middle East at that time.

If Chinese cooperativeness can prompt the U.S. to be keener in its diplomatic portfolio by keeping Washington on its toes, that will serve America’s own interest in maintaining its East Asian and global preponderance. The delivery of public goods by both the U.S. and China will be a force for peace and stability in the region. The international politics of East Asia remain volatile; a prudent policy is one that recognizes that all powers will benefit from the establishment of a denser network of bilateral relations and multilateral forums to complement the U.S. alliance system.


393. Roger Mitton, “U.S. Woos Vietnam,” The Straits Times (Singapore), July 11, 2006. Rice had also planned on making stops in Vietnam, Japan, China, and South Korea during this period. Unfortunately, because of the unexpected conflict in the Middle East between Israel, Lebanon, and Palestine, Rice had to cancel all stops. See Roger Mitton, “Rice Forced to Shorten Trip to Asia,” The Straits Times (Singapore), July 23, 2006.
# APPENDIX

## ASEAN-China, ASEAN-Japan, ASEAN-India and ASEAN-U.S. Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders</td>
<td>ASEAN+1 Summit</td>
<td>ASEAN+1 Summit</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Summit</td>
<td>ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference (ASEAN PMC) (Foreign Affairs) ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM)-United States Trade Representative Consultations (Commerce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministerial</td>
<td>ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference - ASEAN PMC (Foreign Affairs) ASEAN Economic Ministers - Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference - ASEAN PMC (Foreign Affairs) ASEAN Economic Ministers - Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference (Foreign Affairs) ASEAN Economic Ministers - Ministry of Commerce and Industry of India Consultations (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>ASEAN-China Senior Officials’ Consultation (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Forum (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Senior Officials’ Meeting (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td>ASEAN-U.S. Dialogue (Foreign Affairs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

394. This is a nascent initiative. Although the mechanism itself is conceptually in place, the India Tourism Minister did not attend the recent ASEAN Tourism Forum in Langkawi, Malaysia in January 2005. As such no ASEAN-India Tourism Ministers Meeting has actually taken place yet.

395. There was neither AEM-USTR nor SEOM-USTR Consultations in 2004 largely because the U.S. and ASEAN were unable to agree on a set of common dates. The last SEOM-USTR Consultations were held in 2003, and the last AEM-USTR Consultations were
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Officials' Meeting on Transnational Crime</td>
<td>Senior Officials' Meeting on Transnational Crime</td>
<td>Senior Transport Officials' Meeting <em>(Land, Infrastructure and Transport)</em></td>
<td>ASEAN Senior Officials Meeting on Transnational Crime (SOMTC)-US Consultation <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td><em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td><em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN-China Cooperative Operations in Response to Dangerous Drugs (ACCORD) Task Force on Civic Awareness <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCORD Task Force on Demand Reduction <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Exchange Programme and ASEAN-Japan General Exchange Fund Management Committees Meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCORD Task Force on Law Enforcement <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCORD Task Force on Alternative Development <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCORD Joint Task Forces Meeting ACCORD <em>(Transnational Crime)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCORD Telecommunication Senior Officials’ Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*held in 2002. In contrast, AEM and SEOM meetings with the other Dialogue Partners including China, Japan and India have been taking place annually.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ICT)</td>
<td>Senior Transport Officials' Meeting</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Expanded Consultative Meeting (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Joint Cooperation Committee (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td>ASEAN-U.S. Informal Coordinating Mechanism (ICM) (Foreign Affairs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Transport) Senior Officials' Meeting on Health (Health) Senior Officials Meeting on Youth (Youth)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASEAN-China Joint Cooperation Committee (Foreign Affairs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director-Generals' Level</td>
<td>ASEAN-China Trade Negotiating Committee (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Committee on Closer Economic Partnership (AJCCEP) (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Trade Negotiating Committee (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN Consultative Committee on Standards and Quality (ACCSQ)-U.S. Department of Commerce Meeting (Commerce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Level</td>
<td>ASEAN-China Working Group on Development Cooperation (Foreign Affairs) Working Group on Rules of Origin (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>AJCCEP Working Group on Rules of Origin (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Working Group on Science &amp; Technology (Science and Technology)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Group on Dispute</td>
<td>ASEAN-METI Economic and Industrial Committee (AMEICC) Working</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Working Group on Development Cooperation (Development Cooperation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement Mechanism</td>
<td>Groups on: Automobile Industry, Chemical Industry, Consumer Electronic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Economic, Trade and</td>
<td>Industry, Human Resource Development, SMEs, Supporting Industries,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment)</td>
<td>Rural Industries, Textile and Garment Industry, West-East Corridor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development, Statistics (Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Group on Services</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Agriculture Working-level meetings:</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Working Group on Health and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Economic, Trade and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Project</td>
<td>Multifunctionality on Agriculture in ASEAN Countries</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals (Health)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Project</td>
<td>Seminar on ASEAN-Japan Cooperation for Sustainable Fisheries through SEAFDEC (Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Economic, Trade and Investment)</td>
<td>ASEAN-Japan High Level Officials Meeting on Caring Societies (Health, Labor and Welfare)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India High Level Officials Meeting on Caring Societies (Health, Labor and Welfare)</td>
<td>ASEAN-India Tourism Consultations (Tourism)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

396. In the pipeline.
397. In the pipeline.
398. In the pipeline - similar to the ASEAN-India Tourism Ministers Meeting.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1991 (106)</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-17-6</td>
<td>Politics of Divided Nations: China, Korea, Germany and Vietnam — Unification, Conflict Resolution and Political Development (Edited by Quansheng Zhao and Robert Sutter), 198 pp.</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1991 (107)</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-18-4</td>
<td>Lawyers in China: The Past Decade and Beyond (Timothy A. Gelatt), 49 pp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1992 Series**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year (No.)</th>
<th>ISSN</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1992 (108)</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-19-2</td>
<td>Judicial Review of Administration in the People's Republic of China (Jyh-pin Fa &amp; Shao-chuan Leng), 37 pp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
China’s Ministry of State Security: Coming of Age in the International
Arena (Nicholas Eftimiades), 24 pp.  $4.00

No. 3 - 1992 (110)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-21-4
Libel Law and the Press in South Korea: An Update (Kyu Ho Youm),
23 pp.  $5.00

No. 4 - 1992 (111)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-22-2
Tiananmen Aftermath: Human Rights in the People’s Republic of
China, 1990 (John F. Copper and Ta-ling Lee), 133 pp. Index  $15.00

No. 5 - 1992 (112)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-23-0
The International Legal Status of the Republic of China (Revised ver-
sion of No. 1-1990 (96)) (Hungdah Chiu), 37 pp.  $4.00

No. 6 - 1992 (113)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-24-9
China’s Criminal Justice System and the Trial of Pro-Democracy Dissi-
dents (Hungdah Chiu), 21 pp.  $3.00

1993 Series

Can One Unscramble an Omelet? China’s Economic Reform in Theory
and Practice (Yuan-li Wu and Richard Y. C. Yin), 34 pp.  $4.00

Constitutional Development and Reform in the Republic of China on
Taiwan (With Documents) (Hungdah Chiu), 61 pp.  $6.00

No. 3 - 1993 (116)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-27-3
Sheltering for Examination (Shourong Shencha) in the Legal System of
the People’s Republic of China (Tao-tai Hsia and Wendy I. Zeldin),
32 pp.  $4.00

No. 4 - 1993 (117)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-28-1
In Making China Modernized: Comparative Modernization between
Mainland China and Taiwan (Wen-hui Tsai), 281 pp. Index (out of
print, please order No. 5 - 1996 for 2nd ed.)  $18.00

No. 5 - 1993 (118)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-30-3
Hong Kong’s Transition to 1997: Background, Problems and Prospects
(with Documents) (Hungdah Chiu), 106 pp.  $7.00
**1994 Series**

--- | --- | ---
Statutory Encouragement of Investment and Economic Development in the Republic of China on Taiwan (Neil L. Meyers), 72 pp. | $7.00

No. 2 - 1994 (121) | ISSN 0730-0107 | ISBN 0-925153-33-8
--- | --- | ---
Don’t Force Us to Lie: The Struggle of Chinese Journalists in the Reform Era (Allison Liu Jernow), 99 pp. | $7.00

No. 3 - 1994 (122) | ISSN 0730-0107 | ISBN 0-925153-34-6
--- | --- | ---
Institutionalizing a New Legal System in Deng’s China (Hungdah Chiu), 44 pp. | $5.00

No. 4 - 1994 (123) | ISSN 0730-0107 | ISBN 0-925153-35-4
--- | --- | ---

--- | --- | ---
Taiwan’s Legal System and Legal Profession (Hungdah Chiu and Jyh-pin Fa), 22 pp. | $3.00

No. 6 - 1994 (125) | ISSN 0730-0107 | ISBN 0-925153-37-0
--- | --- | ---
Toward Greater Democracy: An Analysis of the Republic of China on Taiwan’s Major Elections in the 1990s (Wen-hui Tsai), 40 pp. | $6.00

**1995 Series**

--- | --- | ---
Relations between the Republic of China and the Republic of Chile (Herman Gutierrez B. and Lin Chou), 31 pp. | $5.00

--- | --- | ---
The Tibet Question and the Hong Kong Experience (Barry Sautman and Shiu-hing Lo), 82 pp. | $10.00

No. 3 - 1995 (128) | ISSN 0730-0107 | ISBN 0-925153-40-0
--- | --- | ---
Mass Rape, Enforced Prostitution, and the Japanese Imperial Army: Japan Eschews International Legal Responsibility? (David Boling), 56 pp. | $5.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ISSN</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-41-9</td>
<td>The Role of the Republic of China in the World Economy (Chu-yuan Cheng)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-42-7</td>
<td>China’s Economy after Deng: A Long-Term Perspective (Peter C.Y. Chow)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-43-5</td>
<td>An Entrepreneurial Analysis of Opposition Movements (Ching-chane Hwang)</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1996 Series**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ISSN</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-44-3</td>
<td>Taiwan’s 1995 Legislative Yuan Election (John F. Copper)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-45-1</td>
<td>Russian-Taiwanese Relations: Current State, Problems, and Prospects of Development (Peter M. Ivanov)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-46-X</td>
<td>Recent Relations between China and Taiwan and Taiwan’s Defense Capabilities (Hungdah Chiu &amp; June Teufel Dreyer)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Hardcover edition: ISBN 0-925153-48-6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-49-4</td>
<td>In Making China Modernized: Comparative Modernization between Mainland China and Taiwan (2nd ed.) (Wen-hui Tsai)</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-51-6</td>
<td>A Study of the Consular Convention between the United States of America and the People’s Republic of China (Stephen Kho)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 1997 Series

No. 1 - 1997 (138)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-52-4**  
Tiananmen to Tiananmen, China under Communism 1947-1996  
(Yuan-Li Wu), 348 pp. Index  
$35.00  
$45.00

No. 2 - 1997 (139)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-54-0**  
The External Relations and International Status of Hong Kong (Ting Wai), 72 pp.  
$8.00

No. 3 - 1997 (140)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-55-9**  
$6.00

No. 4 - 1997 (141)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-56-7**  
Legal Aid Practices in the PRC in the 1990s — Dynamics, Contents and Implications, (Luo Qizhi) 68 pp.  
$8.00

No. 5 - 1997 (142)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-57-5**  
$5.00

No. 6 - 1997 (143)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-58-3**  
From Pirate King to Jungle King: Transformation of Taiwan’s Intellectual Property Protection (Andy Y. Sun), 138 pp.  
$18.00

### 1998 Series

No. 1 - 1998 (144)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-59-1**  
From “Multi-System Nations” to “Linkage Communities”: A New Conceptual Scheme for the Integration of Divided Nations (Yung Wei), 20 pp.  
$4.00

No. 2 - 1998 (145)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-60-5**  
$7.00

No. 3 - 1998 (146)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-61-3**  
The Nationalist Ideology of the Chinese Military (Xiaoyu Chen), 45 pp.  
$6.00

No. 4 - 1998 (147)  
**ISSN 0730-0107**  
**ISBN 0-925153-62-1**  
Convergence and the Future of Reunification between Mainland China and Taiwan: A Developmental View (Wen-hui Tsai), 33 pp.  
$5.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ISSN</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-64-8</td>
<td>The Development of Banking in Taiwan: The Historical Impact on Future Challenges</td>
<td>Lawrence L.C. Lee</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1999 Series</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-65-6</td>
<td>An Analysis of the Sino-Japanese Dispute over the T’ao-yutai Islets</td>
<td>Senkaku Gunto (Hungdah Chiu)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-66-4</td>
<td>Taiwan’s 1998 Legislative Yuan, Metropolitan Mayoral and City Council Elections: Confirming and Consolidating Democracy in the Republic of China</td>
<td>John F. Copper</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-67-2</td>
<td>The Diaoyutai/Senkaku Islands Dispute: Its History and an Analysis of the Ownership Claims of the P.R.C., R.O.C., and Japan</td>
<td>Han-yi Shaw</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-68-0</td>
<td>Election and Democracy in Hong Kong: The 1998 Legislative Council Election</td>
<td>Shiu-hing Lo &amp; Wing-yat Yu</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-69-9</td>
<td>The ROC on the Threshold of the 21st Century: A Paradigm Reexamined</td>
<td>Edited by Chien-min Chao &amp; Cal Clark</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-70-2</td>
<td>Party Primaries in Taiwan: Trends, Conditions, and Projections in Candidate Selection</td>
<td>Julian Baum and James A. Robinson</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2000 Series</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0730-0107</td>
<td>0-925153-71-0</td>
<td>United States-Taiwan Relations: Twenty Years after the Taiwan Relations Act</td>
<td>Edited by Jaw-Ling Joanne Chang &amp; William W. Boyer</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Hardcover edition: ISBN 0-925153-72-9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Taiwan's 2000 Presidential and Vice Presidential Election: Consolidating Democracy and Creating a New Era of Politics (John F. Copper), 66 pp. $9.00

Legal Eligibility of Taiwan's Accession to GATT/WTO (CHO Hui-Wan), 22 pp. $6.00

No. 4 - 2000 (159)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-75-3
Russia's Northeast Asia Policy: Challenges and Choices for the 21st Century (Sharif M. Shuja), 22 pp. $6.00

No. 5 - 2000 (160)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-76-1
East Asia and the Principle of Non-Intervention: Policies and Practices (Linjun WU), 39 pp. $7.00

No. 6 - 2000 (161)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-77-X
The Association of South East Asian Nations' Confidence and Security Building with the People's Republic of China: Internal Constraints and Policy Implications (Kwei-Bo HUANG), 61 pp. $9.00

2001 Series

No. 1 - 2001 (162)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-78-8
Socio-economic Changes and Modernization in an Age of Uncertainty: Taiwan in the 1990s and Its Future Challenge (Wen-hui TSAI), 35 pp. $7.00

No. 2 - 2001 (163)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-79-6
Implementation of Taiwan Relations Act: An Examination after Twenty Years (Edited by Hungdah CHIU, Hsing-wei LEE and Chih-Yu T. WU), 267 pp. $27.00

No. 3 - 2001 (164)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-80-X
The Diplomatic War between Beijing and Taipei in Chile (Lin CHOU), 61 pp. $9.00

No. 4 - 2001 (165)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-81-8
Reforming the Protection of Intellectual Property: The Case of China and Taiwan in Light of WTO Accession (Andy Y. SUN), 46 pp. $8.00

No. 5 - 2001 (166)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-82-6
Arbitration of Commercial Disputes in China (Vai Io LO), 26 pp. $6.00
No. 6 - 2001 (167)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-83-4
Building a Democratic State in Modernizing Taiwan: The 2001 Legislative Election and the Push for Pluralism (Wen-hui TSAI and George P. Chen), 24 pp. $6.00

2002 Series

United States and Territorial Disputes in the South China Sea: A Study of Ocean Law and Politics (Yann-huei SONG), 321 pp. $35.00

No. 2 - 2002 (169)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 0-925153-85-0
The Politics of Racial Discrimination in Hong Kong (Barry Sautman and Ellen Kneeheans), 83 pp. $10.00

No. 3 - 2002 (170)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-00-3
The Social and Political Bases for Women's Growing Political Power in Taiwan (Cal Clark and Janet Clark), 40 pp. $7.00

No. 4 - 2002 (171)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-01-1
The U.S.-Taiwan Free Trade Agreement: A Bridge for Economic Integration in the Asia-Pacific Region (Peter C.Y. Chow), 62 pp. $9.00

2003 Series

No. 1 - 2003 (172)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-02-X
Bringing People Back In: Collected Essays on Major Elections in Taiwan at the Turn of the 21st Century (Wen-hui TSAI), 125 pp. $18.00

No. 2 - 2003 (173)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-03-8
Taiwan: The Commercial State (Arthur I. Cyr), 81 pp. (out of print, please order No. 1 - 2005 (180) for a revised version of this issue) $10.00

No. 3 - 2003 (174)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-04-6
New Rules to the Old Great Game: An Assessment of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization's Proposed Free Trade Zone (Leland Rhett Miller), 25 pp. $6.00

No. 4 - 2003 (175)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-05-4
The Republic of China Legislative Yuan: A Study of Institutional Evolution (Thomas J. Bellows), 35 pp. $7.00
2004 Series

No. 1 - 2004 (176)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-06-2
Taiwan’s 2004 Presidential and Vice Presidential Election: Democracy’s Consolidation or Devolution? (John F. Cooper), 80 pp.  $10.00

No. 2 - 2004 (177)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-07-0
Peace, Reunification, Democracy and Cross-Strait Relations (Zhaohui HONG and Yi SUN), 16 pp.  $5.00

No. 3 - 2004 (178)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-08-9
Judicial Discretion in Dispensing with the Service of Process Requirement in Hong Kong under Order 45, Rule 7(7): Moving towards a Doctrine? (Simon Teng), 27 pp.  $7.00

No. 4 - 2004 (179)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-09-7
Taiwan’s 2004 Legislative Election: Putting it in Perspective (John F. Cooper), 75 pp.  $13.00

2005 Series

No. 1 - 2005 (180)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-10-0
Taiwan: The Commercial State (revised version of No. 2-2003 (173)) (Arthur I. Cyr), 81 pp.  $13.00

No. 2 - 2005 (181)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-11-9
Retracing the Triangle: China’s Strategic Perceptions of Japan in the Post-Cold War Era (Danielle F. S. Cohen), 74 pp.  $13.00

No. 3 - 2005 (182)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-12-7
Putting Things into Perspective: The Reality of Accountability in East Timor, Indonesia and Cambodia (Suzannah Linton), 90 pp.  $13.00

No. 4 - 2005 (183)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-13-5
Taiwan and the Soviet Bloc, 1949-1991 (Czeslaw Tubilewicz), 85 pp.  $13.00

2006 Series

No. 1 - 2006 (184)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-14-3
Japan’s Changing Security Policy: An Overall View (Sharif Shuja), 32 pp.  $7.00

No. 2 - 2006 (185)  ISSN 0730-0107  ISBN 1-932330-15-1
China in ASEAN-LED Multilateral Forums (Serene Hung), 102 pp.  $14.00
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